


Don't just drearn it

Do lt!

to make these improve- Staff members Bill Krier, left, and Jim Downing
menrs, but the details may [:if"tlflflT:,:T"T." 

ramirv'room renovation
escape us. We know, for
example, that many of the rooms in our homes would look and function a
lot better with a woodworking facelift. But, how do we get started?

Well, beginning with this issue, help is on the way. We've developed a
new series of articles dubbed "The Handcrafted Home" in response to your
requests for information on enhancing your homes through woodworking.
We introduced this new concept to you back in the February issue with the
unveiling of a super-handy laundry center. Here, beginning on page 46,
we're thrilled to bring you the first large-scale effort in this fresh editorial
initiative-a floor-to-ceiling woodworking renovation of a family room. I
think you'll be impressed. And hopefully, you'll come away with lots of
great ideas.

My hat is off to the entire staff for shouldering this ambitious undertaking
with such breathtaking results. Special thanks go to the two guys pictured
above, who saw every step of the project through to its completion.

May our efforts inspire and aid you in turning your home into The
Handcrafted Home. Now, go ahead-make
yourwoodworking dreams come r*.l"'oot 
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talking back
Letters, Comments & Updates

Easy ftffi
for tablesaw tilt
Your review of mid-priced tablesaws in

Issue 128 mentions that saws whose tilt
mechanisms are attached to their
stamped-steel housings lack a positive

feel when adjusted to their 90o and 45o
bevel stops. This is because the housing
deflects easily, allowing you to turn the
handwheel well beyond the stops.

I solved this problem on my 1O-year-
old Craftsman tablesaw by reinforcing
the cabinet side with a piece of t/q" ply-

wood. Just remove the threaded rod,
cut the plywood to fit inside the cabi-
net, and cut a hole large enough to
clear the flange that houses the shaft
nut. Drill holes through the housing,
and fasten the plywood in place with
sheet-metal screws, as shown in the

drawing. You'll be surprised at the
improved stiffness.

-Wynn Richardson, Greenwell Springs, La.

You'll be interested to know, Wynn,
that both Craftsman and Ridgid must
be aware of this problem. The newer

Craftsman saws and all the Ridgid
ones have a steel channel inside the

housing that greatly reduces the flexi-
bility of the cabinet side. However,
even their performance can be
improved by the addition of a plywood
panel, as shown.

U'n* hr* t fer  techniqu*
mn the, *ff irnpffit*

The photo on page 62 of Issue 128,

showing the turning of the compote's
bowl is printed backwards. In addition,
the gouge is shown being used straight
on as a scraper. This produces a rough

surface, and dulls the tool quickly.

Instead, the gouge should approach at

an angle from the side, riding on its bevel.
This produces a smooth finish, with
less sanding and less tool sharpening.

-Carl Schneider Boca Raton, Fla.

Continued on page 1O
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Brushing Up

ffeatiu to brighterr Lrtr Ine place with a new coat
of paint? Devote the same care to choosrng
ycur brushes as you do lo pickirrg your paint

Many psople  gst
confuseci aboirt which
brist le material to use
for various paints,
Here's an easy way to

rerlrember: y0Ll 've seen your hair absorb
moisture and turn lr izu in humid weather.
NATURAL BR|STLE BRUSHTS behave the same
u/ay rn ivater, r'rhich is the base ol latex paint.
A frizzy brush does a bad job. so save natural
brist les for oi l-baseci varnishes and paints,

For latex pni i l t ,  yoLr
need synthetic bristles iike
nylon or poiyester. Some
SYNTHETIC BRUSHES rgork

for both water-based and
oil-based paint. but be very careful switching
finishes with the same brush. Unless you clean
the brush very thoroughly, you' l l  contaminate
your paint and spoi l  the f inish. Avoid this
problem the way serious painters do: buy
paral lel sets of brushes, keeping one set for
water-based finishes only. A iittle care in
choosing a brush lvill make your job-and your
linish-a lot smoother.

For more information,
consult the prof essionals
at The Home Depot.

Ihe ilonie Depot is not affiiiateq with Toyota. The Home Depot
is a r-.gistered hadenrark of Hcrner 

.[Ll, 
Inc.

Sponsr:r'ed by

ffiToYoTATUNDRA
l4rin a Tundra!
i  . r t i  i : l r  i i  l f l  l l 2a l . ,

1 , i t  , l i t j i i : i a , .

talkingback

Forming the
float plane propeller
When it came to forming the propeller
for the toy floatplane in Issue 127,I
was apprehensive about two things:
keeping the thin blank standing upright
on the tilted bandsaw table and the
proximity of my fingers to the blade.

I drilled the sAo" center hole first. then
used a flathead screw and washer to
fasten the blank to at/qxlx7" scrap.
Now I can simply make the first cut
indicated on the pattern, as shown, flip
the assembly end-for-end, and make the
second cut. Then I remove the blank,
reverse and refasten it, and make the
last two cuts as before.

-Beft Wilkinson, Rochester, N.Y.

Copying the WOOD PATTERfifSo insert
The project instructions in WOODo magazine ofien tell me to make a copy of the pattern
from the center insert. When I go to the copy store, I'm told that they can't copy the pat-
tern because of the copyright mark. What am I to do?

-Kent Madsen, Mesa, Ariz.

Sony, Kenl for the collision of copyright with conve-
nience. Stafting with the last issue, language was
added on the titte btock of the pattern insert to end
the problem.

\

\

Same saw,
different number
Sometime after we fact-checked the
article on mid-priced tablesaws in
Issue I2B, Delta changed the model
number of the 36-475 saw we tested.
The new number is 36-477.

Write Us!
We welcome your comments, criticisms, sug-
gestions, and yes, even compliments. Please
write to:Talking Back, W00D Magazine,
1716 Locust St., GA310, Des Moines, lA
50309-3023. We select and publish only let-
ters of the greatest benefit to our readers.

@ Copyright Meredith
Corporation, 2001. All r ights

reserved. Printed in the U.S.A.
Meredith Corp., the publisher of WOOD

PATTERNSo, allows the purchaser of this
pattern insert to photocopy these patterns
solely for his/her own personal use. Any

other reproduction of these patterns

10 WOOD magazine Apr i l  2001
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Vislt our
show for

If you have a workshop, you don't want to miss the WOODMALLo Spring

Show 200l-Revitalizing Your Shop. This latest (and possibly greatest)

show opens at noon (CST) on Friday, March 23, and closes at midnight on

Monday, April 2. Show sections include:
o A tool sweepstakes.
o Free downloadable plan for a mobile tool base.
o Announcement of a top-shop contest.
o Seminars on such topics as dust-collection basics and tuning up power tools.
o Tours of top-notch shops from around the world.
. Special pricing on discounted tools.
. Our best ideas for jigs and fixtures that help you in everyday shop tasks.
o And, a sneak peek at the newest shop we're building on the premises of

WOODa magazine headquarters.

It's all free, of course, and guaranteed to help you improve your own little

corner of the woodworking universe.

Go to woodmall.com and click on the Spring Show 2001 logo.

Go online to become a better woodworker
Here's a quick, pain-free way to hone the skills vital to becoming an

accomplished woodworker. Every month we offer a free, different, and

informative online seminar on topics ranging from applying laminates to

decorative joinery.

After taking the seminar, try it in your shop. lf you still have questions,

just jump into one of our numerous online discussion groups where expert

woodworkers are anxious to help you out.

A tip every day keeps you
in a woodworking way
lf you love the tips section found here in

WOOD magazine, visit the WOOD ONLINE

Shop Tip of the Day. We bring you a new

illustrated tip every day, so check back

often. You can print the tips and build your

own collection for quick reference.

Go to woodonline.com and click on

Shop Tip of the Day.

How to save
lots-o-money
on tools
When a manufacturer or retailer decides to

drop a product from its lineup, the price on

remaining inventory often goes down dra-

matically. Likewise, you can save big money

on tools offered as "factory-reconditioned."

These products are typically returns from

retailers to the manufacturers. Each tool is

inspected closely by the manufacturer, fixed

if necessary, and offered again for sale at a

lowered price.

Searching for these bargain tools can be

time consuming, but not if you make a habit

of visiting the online "Closeouts" area at

WOODMALL. Everyday you'll find many

items at reduced prices from multiple retail-

ers. Because many items are available on a

limited basis, remember to check back often.

Go to woodmagazine.com/woodmall/ and

click on Closeouts near the top of the page.

online waodworklna
shop pointer$ gelore

#8 or #6 sheet-metal
screw to secure pad
to metal clamp

Bar  Mlea ther
cramp lN-!R{\ f-\\l straos

12

Go to woodmall.com and click on Free Seminar near the top of the page.
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talking shop
with our project builders and designers

how to meet, and beat,
the challenges of

t l ,  t t

/ftt&%
L / | .  

t/

easier to deal with sanding dust in your
shop than at the installation site.

I began by sanding all of the solid
stock with a random-orbit sander, using
a succession of 120-, 150-, and 18O-grit
discs. That was followed by a final
hand-sanding with a hardwood block
and 180-grit sandpaper. The plywood
panels received a sanding with just the
180-grit hardwood block. I didn't want
to risk sanding through the thin top ply.

After final sanding, remove any traces
of sanding dust with compressed air.
For health and safety pulposes, I wore
a dust mask, ventilated my shop, and
always directed the compressed air
away from me.

f)To prevent bleed-back,
lchoose a gel stain
After installing all of the woodwork, I
applied a number of stains to red-oak
scraps, looking for one that gave just

the coloring needed, with no bleed-
back. Minwax Aged Oak Gel Stain
filled the bill.

Because gel stains sit on top of a
wood surface, rather than soaking into
them, there's no chance of bleed-back.
That seems like a simple solution, but
gel stains create a new set ofchal-
lenges to deal with.

Even after you apply them with a
brush and wipe them off with a rag, the
thick viscosity of gel stains makes
them collect excessively in corners. I
worked that extra stain out of tight spots
with a dry brush, then went over the
surface again with a clean rag to even
out the coloration. I stopped from time
to time to clean the dry brush with min-
eral spirits to maintain its effectiveness.

4lTop off the stain with
tJa durable clear coat
Because of its durability and short time
span between applications, I chose
Minwax Fast-Drying Polyurethane to
protect the stained surfaces. After
brushing on a first coat of the gloss
version of this finish, I waited 24 hours
for it to dry. This time period may be
longer depending on temperature and
humidity-just be sure the finish cures
enough to sand it off as a dry powder.

During application, position a strong
light to the sidb of the finished surface
so it casts a reflection. Use this glare to
help spot runs, sags, or missed areas. I
prefer a halogen work light on a stand.
Repeat this inspection a half-hour after
application-at that point, with the fin-
ish still workable, you should still be
able to brush out imperfections.

WOOD magazine Apr i l  2001

finishing
red oak-
When choosing a finishing system for
the family-room renovation featured in
this issue, I knew that several chal-
lenges lay ahead. First, I needed a
stain that wouldn't "bleed-back." This
term refers to the tendency of some
stains to soak into porous woods,
such as red oak, or into the joint

between a panel and frame, then
bleed back out, forming unsightly dark
pools on the surface. And, the stain
color had to suit the Arts and Crafts
look of the room.
To protect the stained surface, I

wanted a tough, fast-drying clear top
coat-one that I could apply quickly

by brush. Of course, the finished sur-
face had to be smooth, natural in
appearance, and uniformly colored.

Well, after a series of experiments
with various products and techniques,
I came up with a system that meets all
of those requirements. Here's how you

can ensure the same quality look in
your home.

-Jim Downing, Senior Design Editor

{ Great finishes begin
I with good surface prep

It makes a lot of sense to sand all of
the workpieces through a full succes-
sion of grits before installing them.
This gives better results with much less
effort compared to installing work-
pieces, then sanding. And, it's a lot



To remove any dust nibs in the finish,

and give it "bite" for holding the next

coat, lightly sand the surface with a

hardwood block and 180-grit abrasive.
Be careful not to sand into the stain.
Remove the dust with a vacuum clean-

er and round-brush attachment. Follow

that with a tack cloth.

Apply a final coat of satin polyure-

thane just as you applied the first coat.
If, despite your best efforts, you wind

up with runs or sags in the dried finish,

sand them off carefully with a hard-

wood block and220-git sandpaper, as
shown in the photo below. Then, lighr
ly sand the panel or rail that had the
imperfection, and reapply polyurethane

to the entire surface, being careful to
mask off adjoining pieces as shown on
page 14.

For small imperfections, you don't
have to reapply finish. Just sand off the
run or sag as described earlier, but
don't sand the entire panel or rail. Buff

the sanded area with an ultra-fine
woven-plastic-pad abrasive (grey-col-

ored Scotch-Brite no.7448 works

well). Then, go over the same area with
an even finer pad, such as a white
Scotch-Brite no. 7445, to match the
sheen of the rest of the satin surface.

Fill the nail holes,
and youtre done

Now's the best time to filI nail holes
with a flexible (non-hardening) putty

that matches the color of the stained
wobd. I used Color Putty brand in
Honey Oak color.tl
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

H i g h lffJ'#iftlTiliillTTn.,To' !'i['
F T l r

PgfTQfman(g vanced el.ectronic feedback circuit, this

Router
state-of-the-art router operates at a con-
sistent torque and speed for extremely
smooth operation and a cleaner edge.

start, dust collection port, and QC spindle. The new FEIN RT-1800 is designed
for the cabinetmaker, solid surface fabricator and serious hobbyist. Catt 1-
800-447-9878 for more information and a dealer near you, or visit us on
the web at www.feinus.com.
F in i sh ing  i s  j us t  t he  beg inn ing

Fein Power Tools, Inc. 1030 A[con Street
Pittsburgh, PA 75220 1-800 441-9878

fro m Fei n l1;il':il:'J:iiff xH ;::,fi:, ix'J

Fein@
www.woodonline.com 1 5
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the business side of
vtfoodworking

live long &pros
Woodwork ing can prov ide
a n ice re t i rement  income.
and now i t  won ' t  reduce
your  Socia l  Secur i ty ,  e i ther

T 
ive longer and retire earlier. It's a :

I-rplan that's become something of a i
new version of the American dream. i
Trouble is, it doesn't always square with i
reality. The truth is, not everyone wants :
to stop working at 60 or 65. And not i
everyone can afford to live off only :
Social Security or other pensions and :
investments for 20 or more years. :

Fortunately, woodworking can be a i
rewarding business to operate in retire- i
ment for those who do want to step :
away from the daily grind, but not nec- :
essarily from work and the income asso- i
ciated with it. And a pending change in :
Social Security rules means an end to i
earnings caps that serve to scare some i
retirees away from giving it a try. 

i
:

Once upon a time if you i
earned too much, you lost i
When Tim Detweiler was laid off from i
a construction job in 1991 in his early i
sixties, he cenainly wasn't interested in i
full retirement. So the Germantown, i
Ohio, man turned his hobby of making i
fully functional all-wood locks into a :
full-time occupation and a new business. i

But when he became eligible for full i
Social Security atage 65, he faced limit-:
ing his earnings or losing $1 in benefits i
for every $3 he made above what was i
then a $12,000 earnings cap. His solu- :
tion was to incorporate his business, i
paying himself a salary equivalent to the ,

earnings cap plus the rest of the profits

in the form of dividends. which aren't

counted toward the cap.
Now, however, woodworkers won't

have to bother with the expense and
paperwork of setting up corporations to
keep income from their retirement

businesses from reducing benefits.
Laws passed by both houses of

Congress this spring eliminated the
Social Security earnings cap, which
had stood at $17,000 for retirees ages
65 to 69. Details remain to be worked

out, including a House provision that
would end the earnings cap for those
who retire at 64, too. But final passage

and signing of the legislation is nearly

certain, given the popularity of the
move in an election year. (By the time
you read this, it may have happened.)

The law is the final recognition that
the mid-sixties is far earlier than many
people want to quit work. That doesn't
mean, however, that you can't leave
your old job to do what you love-
woodworking-and make some money

at it, too.

An even better career the
second time around
Joseph Ferola, a Windsor, Connecticut,
craftsman, retired from his job as an

engineer with the Connecticut
Department of Transportation in 1987

to become a full-time woodworker. He

was still in his fifties and had a state
pension to draw on.

While working, Ferola had done

some spindle turning as a hobby. But

in retirement he decided to try bowls.

When a jury accepted one of his lathe-

turned works for the Houston Festival
in Texas that year, it launched a retire-
ment career that has produced and sold
more than 1,000 bowls in the four-

figure range.
Because Ferola was a state employ-

ee, he wasn't in the Social Security
system and never had to worry about
retirement income caps. And even
though he ended up doing very well
financially, his interest is really in the

woodturning, not the money.
"It's a beautiful thing to do in retire-

ment," Ferola says. "I'm doing what I

enjoy. It's always nice to have people
pay good money for my work, and I

can use it. But I still have my retire-

ment income, so I'm not dependent on

selling. If I want to, I can just relax or

vacation. If I don't feel like doing any-

thing some days, I just don't."Q

Written by Jack Neff, a Batavia, Ohio, business
writer and author ol How to Make Your
Woodworking Pay for ltself.
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reat ldeas
for your shop

Once again, hook the jig's stopblock
on a door's top edge. Mark and trim
the rail to extend %e" beyond the
door's bottom, as shown on Drawing 5.
This extra t/rs" rs the gap between the
door and the carcase. Mark the jig's

top end. Remove the stopblocks by cut-

ting the rail just above the top index
blocks, as shown.

Now the jig is ready to position the
hinges in the carcase. Simply place the
jig against the inside of the cabinet with
the rail's marked end up, as shown on
Drawing 6. Clamp or use double-faced

tape to hold the jig in place. The index
blocks bracket the hinges, just as they
did on the doors. Position the hinges
between the index blocks, and drill the
screw pilot holes. Q

lllustrations: Erich Lage; Lorna Johnson
Photograph: Baldwin Photography

Square the

Align with first blocks.

Double-faced
tape

Nail stopblocks to
j ig rai lwith 1/e" brads

after removing jig.
Double-faced

tape

Cut off stopblocks just above top of index blocks, Trim the jig rail at the bottom.

Trim the jig rail
1/ro" longer than the door.

Mark the top index block for reference,
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be our guest expert(s)

Bob and Rick Rosendahl

Bits of wisdom about bits
{ fne Rosendahls' most used bits: t/+" round-over bit, 7gz" Roman
I ogee, 7a" straight, 7e" rabbeting,lz" dovetail, and t/2" flush trim.

l') Don't buy sets of bits. Buy the bit you need when
Lyou need it. Then learn all of its potential uses.

/l For pilot-bearing bits, Bob and Rick prefer
-Tthose with an allen screw. not a nut.

f Avoid a single arbor with multiple, interchange-
vl able cutters-it's too easy to set them up incorrectly.

A In most cases, two-flute router bits cut
Ll better than single-flute models.

JCheckthe surface finish of the carbide.
I Better quality bits will have a mirror-like finish.

A great router has ...
EfA 15-amp motor, which delivers the

largest horsepower for a single-phase

outlet, and variable-speed control.

6R plunge base-it's the most versa-

tile style for both portable and stationary

routing. 6A collet that accepts t/2"

shank bits. 6,{ two-wrench collet

system, which gives you total

control in the tightening and

loosening process. By setting

the wrenches in differ-

,1f\ ent positions, you

I\ "squeeze to tighten"

!J 
or "squeeze to

loosen." With the

single-wrench system,

qm
ilI

the wrench can damage the plunge rods

when the collet breaks free. EA column

lock and a power switch that you can

operate without releasing your grip. EIA,n
open throat, which provides better visi-

bility, and a base opening about 3 inches

in diameter, to accept large bits. E[A.
chuck that's threaded to the arma-

turc. It's easily replaced if damaged.

Take the safe route
UAlways unplug your router before
changing bits or altering your setup.
EfPlan ahead before starting the
router. Keep your thinking and measur-
ing time separate from your routing
time. EAlways wear safety glasses
and ear protection. EfDon't use dull or
damaged bits. If a microscopic crack
causes a bit to break while spinning at
20,000 rpm, pieces will fly everywhere.

Dontt rout without . . ,
6Books, magazines, and videos that
provide top-quality instruction on using

routers. EfA simple router table sys-

tem that allows for safe and easy

setups, bit changes, and cutting.

"Be Our Guest Expert" gives accomplished wood-
workers a chance to pass along insights about their
particular areas of expertise. lf you'd like to be our
guest, or know someone who would, write to "Be Our
Guest Expert," W00D Maguine, 1716 Locust Street,
GA310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023.

All routersr
all the time
I f you watch do-it-yourself shows
I

I on public television, chances are

you've seen Bob and Rick Rosendahl.

At the latest count, 181 stations carry
"The Router Workshop," starring this

Canadian father-and- son team.

These apostles of routing started the

series in 1995, and produce 26 episodes

per year for PBS. They're also writing

books and plan to teach woodworking

classes over the internet.

Speaking of the intemet-you can find

more RouterWorkshop information, a "tip

of the day," and even calculators for figur-

ing project material requirements

by logging on to www.router-

workshop.com or www.pbs.

org/routenvorkshop.
We asked Bob and f^

;:;fi.,::J",::Jt t
what thev had to say.

I

#
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the furniture
repair shop

surefire tactics
for takinq a

doWel
fointapart
To turn a wobbly chair into a
sturdy one, first you have to
disassemble it. Use these
methods to conquer dowels
that don't want to budge.

urniture repair would be much

easier if dowels worked loose at

both ends at the same time. Unfor-

tunately, they tend to stay solid at one

end while wiggling at the other. So even

when a chair is on the critical list, dig-

ging the dowels out for replacement

usually poses a major challenge.

The photographs on this page will

lead you through a useful sequence of

tactics. If one method fails, move on to

the next. You'll get those dowels out.

_&

ffif the ioints apart. In many sirua-
tiffis, you can disassemble a dowel
joint with nothing more than a bar

spreader and a non-marring mallet.

dfiffib
figffiry drops of alcohol.If dowels
dffiet in some holes and won't budge,
try to loosen them with a few drops of

alcohol. Let it soak in for a few min-

utes to dissolve the glue.

h hole. If alcohol around the outside

d 
'dowels 

has no effect, drill a hole

into each one, and squirt alcohol inside.

Wait a few minutes while it soaks

through the wood, then ury to yank out

the dowel with pliers or side cutters.

_#$a 
screw. A dowel that's broken

near the surface is tough to grip with
pliers. So drive a small screw into the

dowel, then pull it with a claw hammer.

,ry up fte holes. After removing the
srcI, take a twist drill the same diame-

ter as the hole and turn it by hand to

clean out any remaining glue or chips.

You're almost certain to change the

hole's shape if you use an elecnic drill.

You may notice that the old dowels

failed because they were sitting in a

little glob of glue at the very end of

the hole. Let's not repeat that mistake.

Replace the old ones with fluted

dowels that you've coated with glue.

Daub glue all around the inside of the

holes, too. You'll form a solid bond

that should make the joint last a few

years longer this time.i

Photographs: Baldwin Photography
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router bit
ror  i i r r \A/
| \,_/ v r\,,/ v v

the shegr magic-of r

Splral bils
They look a  l i t t le  l i ke  the
st r iped po le  in  f ront  o f  a
h igh- tech barber  shoP,
but  sp i ra l  b i ts  do more
than take a  l i t t le  o f  f  the
top.Use them wherever
you 'd  use a  s t ra ight  b i t -
and get  c leaner  cuts .

Spiral-fluted router bits leave the edges

of your cuts virtually fray-free because,

as they turn, the two corkscrew-shaped

cutting edges stay in contact with your

workpiece longer than the vertical cut-

ting edges of a straight bit. This results

in a shearing action instead of the rapid

chop-chop-chop-chop of the traditional

double-fluted straight bit.

Unlike most router bits that have a

carbide cutter brazed to a steel bit

body, spiral bits are solid carbide.

Carbide, however, is harder than steel,

but also more brittle, so you must work

with more care than with non-carbide

bits. Don't force the work, and avoid

sudden plunges or starts.

Let's take a look at the three kinds

of spiral bits, and how to choose the

right bit for the task at hand.

t implies, the cutting action of this

Xii1l bit is downward, or away from
\i: 

\ the router base. That shearing

t / 
motion imparts a clean edge

LY on rabbets, dadoes, grooves,

shallow mortises, and plunge cuts in

both sheet goods and solid stock.

When cutting grooves or dadoes

deeper than the diameter of the bit,

don't try to take the full depth at once.

Instead, make several progressively

deeper passes. A downcut bit tends to

pack the wasted material down into a

deep cut, rather than ejecting it, and

shallow cuts reduce the problem.

& designed to leave a clean edge

K ,'^' like a downcut bit, but rather to
\ i l  t i= ' 

,,,1K remove the chips created in

, 
' 

) a deep plunge cut. That
t1'- Y makes it ideal for plowing

out a deep mortise in solid stock. Tear-

out caused by the upward shearing will

be hidden by the tenoned workpiece.

You also can use an upcut bit in

your router table for any edge treat-

ment that you perform with the work-

piece face up, such as jointing solid or

highly figured stock. (Remember that

in a router table, the upcut bit is now

cutting down.)

i -= \ 
. UpcuUdowncut or

' M ,,{ compression bit. The

, -N1" unique geometry of this bit

id/ ) cuts from the top down and the

i\1 bofiom up at the same time, anri\l bottom up at the same time, and

: [=- it's ideal for cleaning up the

i edges of hardwood plywood or

i melamine-coated particleboard (MCP).

i For such easily chipped materials,
; WOODa magazine shop manager

i Chuck Hedlund first cuts the pieces

i oversized on the tablesaw, leaving an

i extra t/to" on all sides. He then loads up

; a compression bit in the router table,

i setting the center of the bit's cutting

: flutes to about the middle of the work-

1 piece's thickness. Finally, he offsets

i the outfeed fence tAo" andjoints away

i the chipped edges.tF
i
i Written by Dave Gampbellwith Chuck Hedlund
i l l lustrations: Erich Lage
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For sending in this issue's
Top Shop Tip, Bob Webb
receives a Freud F410
saw blade and raised- l ,l
panel router-bit set
(#97-2041. Thanks
a lot, Bobl \

Top Shop Tip winner Bob
Webb takes a break from his
work to ponder better ways
to do things in his shop.

When he's not working in the shop or noodling around

with his Internet Web site, you're likely to find Bob

Webb involved in a high-powered Washington think-

tank. Okay, it's not Washington, D.C.; he's actually in

Washington state. And the think tank is actually a hot tub

our Top Shop Tip winner enclosed with recycled lumber.
"My wife Bekki and I like to just sit in there and think

about stuff," Bob says. In fact, he dreamed up his award-

winning tip, shown at right, pondering a shop problem

while chest-deep in hot, bubbly water.

You don't need to be a deep thinker like Bob to help

your fellow woodworkers. If you've come up with a

solution to a shop problem, share it with us. If we like it,

we'll share it with the woodworking world and reward
you with $75. The person who submits the best tip of

each issue also wins a tool prize worth at least $250. So

what are you waiting for? Send us your original shop

tips, along with a photo or skgtch and your name,

address and daytime telephone number, to:

Tips From Your Shop (And Ours)

WOODv magazine

1716 Locust St., GA-310
Des Moines, IA 50309-3023

Or, post your tip suggestion on our Top Shop Tip dis-

cussion group at www.woodonline.com.
Because we try to print only original tips, please send

your ideas only to WOOD magazine. Sorry, but we can't

return your submissions. Thanks!

D*fu(
WOODWORKING PRODUCTS EDITOR

I t

Send small parts
down the exit ramp

Cutting small parts can be risky, and not just because
n , they can disappear down your tablesaw's throat

plate. They can also catch on a saw tooth
* 

- and be flung at high speed toward you. To

- eliminate these hazards, create a zero-
* clearance tablesaw insert with a ramp
- 

that guides small cutoffs safely away

..* f.orn the blade. To use the insert proper-

m,, - ly, you'll need a simple 3/q"-thick cutoff

lu,i 
' 

sled, similar to the Vz"-thick sled on page

16 of WOOD magazine issue 1 14, page 16.

First, rip the ramp and set it aside. Make a zero-

clearance insert for your tablesaw, using the factory insert

as a pattern. Then lower the saw blade and place the new

insert in the throat opening. (Shim, if necessary, to make

the insert and tabletop flush.)

Move the edge of your rip fence

over a portion of the insert to hold

it down, then slowly raise the run-

ning blade through the insert.

Turn off the saw and lower the

blade fully. Remove the insert,

and glue the ramp to it where

shown on the drawing at right.

When the glue dries, replace the

insert and repeat the blade-raising
procedure. Using your crosscut

sled with this insert makes small

cutoffs fall safely away from your

blade like slices of fresh bread.
-Bob Webb, Lake Stevens, Wash.

Continued on page 30

3lqxsl+ x 9" ramp

llzxslt ' fence

Make sliding table
from 3/+" plywood.

Runner f i ts
miter-gauge slot.
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Masking tape "clampsrl
glued fragi le parts
Whether by accident or design, some-

times you need to join parts too deli-

cate for clamping. You can't repair a

thin scrollsawn piece with an ordinary

clamp-it would crush your work. The

same is true with a frame of delicate

molding. When I'm faced with these

tricky tasks, I "clamp" the joint with a

piece of masking tape on my bench,

sticky side up. I adhere the pieces

together and press the joint to the tape.

Once the adhesive sets, I simply peel

off the tape.
- Chuck Hedlund,

WOOD@ magazine shop manager

Dust collector blast gates
have him seeing yel low
I painted a yellow stripe on each of the

blast gates on my dust-collection sys-

tem, where shown below, so that it only

shows when the gate is open. Now, with

a glance around the shop, I can quickly

tell which gates are open or closed

before opening unll"tJr,, 
vert. Bonita, catif.

painted on blast
gate indicates
gate is open.
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Tenon-dado cornerjoints have been
around for a long time, but my method
eliminates much of the fussy set-up
time that's usually required. The key to
this system is cutting a tenon whose
thickness and width exactly matches
the kerf of your saw blade.

First, cut a test dado in a piece of
scrapwood. Make this kerf at least as
deep as the blade's width, but its exact
depth isn't important for now. Next,
clamp a scrapwood stopblock to your
saw's fence, and pull the running blade
through the stopblock. This step exact-
ly positions the end of the stopblock at
the right edge of the blade.

Now place a scrapwood workpiece
against the fence and stopblock, as
shown top right, and cut a test tenon.

Crank the blade up or down until the
tenon fits your test dado. After you've
cut all the tenons, refer to the detail
drawings, at right, to see how you'll
mark for flush-fitting corner joints.

Reposition the stopblock, and make
test cuts to zero in on the dado's depth.

-Dn H. M. Smith, Napanee, OnL

Place tenon against
dado workoiece and
scribe a short l ine.

Continued on page 32

Scribe l ine indicates
shoulder side of dado,
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A safe way to saw tall pieces
Crosscutting large workpieces on edge might put you a lit-

tle on edge. They're awkward to handle, and even a slight

twist can cause dangerous kickback. When I need to make

such a cut, I attach an auxiliary fence to my saw's miter

gauge, clamp the workpiece to the fence, as shown below,

then move the whole assembly through the blade. The

clamps keep the piece from twisting, and my fingers stay

far from the blade.
-Chuck Hedlund, WOOD@magazine shop manager

V-belt quiets noisy rocker
The sound of hardwood rolling over another hard surface

such as ceramic tile is enough to put you off your rocker.

So, when I built a rocking horse, I tamed the wild beast with

an automotive V-belt.

Using a plunge router, I cut a dovetail groove along the

bottom of each of the wooden runners, then pushed a length

of the belt into each groove. The belts stay in place without
glue and won't slip sideways like felt tape can.

Kmmplng lmthe tamls clos* mt" Wnmffi :

To keep my lathe chisels organized and within easy reach, I

made a couple of cradles and screwed them to my lathe l
bench, as shown below. One cradle is lower than the other 

'

so the tools sit at an angle. The femrles rest against the rear "
cradle to keep the tools from sliding.

-Chrts Lopes, Louisville, Ky, t

Mouse pad protects carbide cutters
Carbide tooling is a hard, long-lasting material, but it's also

brittle. The carbide tips on a router bit or saw blade can be

damaged easily if not carefully handled. To protect them, I

keep an old computer mouse pad upside down on my

bench. The spongy surface keeps the cutting surfaces safe

and retards rollawav router bits.
-Chuck Hedlund, WOOD magazine shop manager
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Rubber discs keep knobs
from bouncing away
After changing bandsaw blades, it seemed like I always had

to hunt through a pile of sawdust to find the knobs to secure

the cover. To solve the problem, I cut a 1" rubber disc for

each knob from an old bicycle inner tube. I punched a hole

in the center of each disc, pushed the threaded end of the

knob through the bandsaw cover, and stretched the disc

over the threads. Now, when I change blades, the knobs

stay with the cover.
- Dave Goldthorp, Dunrobin, OnL

Produce perted gap-free hairline glue
joints on the mitered corners of any multi-
sided object without trial-and-error setups.

1.800.732.Of 23

Wwlwknlw,
"I_II*,U cl q- J-9--9--r -!,,o1{ t-9-9

www.woodpeck.corn

Tall  turner takes his work
to a new level
Because I'm taller than the average guy, some stationary

tools are uncomfortable for me to work at. I spent a lot of

time stooping at the lathe until I found a way to make it

less of a pain.

I unbolted the lathe from its floor stand and built an open-

front box to fit between the lathe and the stand, as shown

below. Holes drilled through the box match the mounting

holes in the tool and stand. I simply used longer bolts to fas-

ten the three parts together. Besides adding about 4" to the

tool's height, I gained a handy storage area for my lathe tools.
- John Hetherington, Des Moines, lowa

3/+" plywood

Spacer blocks
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Pipe clamps stretch your
Whenever I need to apply finish, it

seems that my shop shrinks. But during
a recent project, I recruited my pipe

clamps into a supporting role. By
attaching the clamps to my work-

Rest moldings on
pipe clamps to dry.

f inishing area
bench's legs (see below),I suddenly
gained much-needed drying space. As

an added benefit, this open-air arrange-

ment allows for plenty of air circula-
tion to speed drying.

-Tim Barnum, Dillingham, Alaska

In a dangerous situation,
To make chamfer cuts safely on my
tablesaw, I clamp a scrapwood backer
board to the workpiece, as shown
below. This method increases the sur-
face area bearing on the saw's table,

cal l  for backup
making the cut easier to control. The
clamps also give me a handle on the
workpiece that's far from the blade.
Another safety tip: use the minimum

blade projection possible.
-t. i/. Benfield, Rochester, Wash.

3/+" backer
board

The Electronics
Superstore that

Comes to Your Door
Crutchfield's catalog has
more than 140 pages
packed with the
latest audio and
video equipment,
comparison
charts and
buying tips
you won't find
anywhere else.

There's even more Allthe big brands:Sony, Bose,
online. ViSit Our Harman Kardon,Onkyo, JVC,

website for in-wall 
Infinity' Polk Audio and more'

speakers, infrared repeaters, wall plates
and everything else you'll need for
beautiful custom installation work.

And, once you've found what you want,
you'll find a fantastic shipping deal, free
lifetime tech support, and a 30-day Total
Satisfaction Guarantee. It's never been
so easy to get the features and perform-
ance you want.

Calltoday for your Fffifif catalog
1-800-555--s=ij;j

or uisit wl,uw,crut*:$t'e, i*ll*: rlfi si
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I do a lot of fretwork, and every time I

threaded the scrol lsaw blade into a new

holc. I  had to reset the hold-down. The

problen-r was adjusting the hold-down

tension so the work didn't  jurnp, but

st i l l  sl id smoothly. My solLrt ion was to

place a dri l l -bit  stop col lar over the

shaft of the hold-down assembly.

When I have the hold-down tension set

just r ight, I  sl ide the stop col lar down

so i t  rests on the arm. Then I t ighten i t .

The stop col lar al lows me to reset the

hold-down in just the r ight posit ion

afler each blade threadinc.

-Wolfram Sommer, Denver

Cottt i trued ort lnge 38
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Installing metal shelf standards used to

be rough on my fingers and my
patience. The small nails were too short

to safely hold with my fingers, and
needle-nose pliers were awkward at

best. So I came up with an easy and

inexpensive gripper stick.

First, I tapered one end of a Vsxt/+x6"

strip of scrapwood. Then, I sawed a
notch slightly narrower than the diame-
ter of the nails in the tapered end. To

use the stick, I dump a few nails out on
my work surface and push the notch
over the shank of a nail, then position it
in the standard and safely hammer it

home. With some careful hammering,

and a little luck, I can make one stick

last about 100 nails, but I usually make
several at once, just in case!

-Jerry Vance, Lubbock, Texas
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Convert open shelving into
cabinets in a snap
I wanted wall-mounted cabinets in my shop, but figured that
I'd have to settle for open shelving on metal zig-zag brack-
ets. But then I rcahzed that addine ends and slidins doors

would convert my open shelves into cabi-

nets. The door channel is inexpensive
F-channel designed for installing
vinyl fascia. (Look in the vinyl sid-
ing department at your local home
center or lumberyard).

-Hans Clahsen, Cheyenne, Wyo.,
via WOOD O,Vt,Mo

1"  f inger  ho le

Using a holesaw just got srEp 1:
a whole lot easier Bore 1/z" hole

For me, using a hole
saw used to be a l'
love/hate relationship: 

\

I loved the tool's speed
in creating cutouts, but
hated the time-consuming
frustration of removing
the plug from the saw.
But then I discovered a
quick trick that makes plug

removal easy.
Before using the holesaw,I dnll a t/2"

access hole in the waste area. Then, after I
use the holesaw, I put a bolt head or hook
into the access hole to yank out the plug.

-Glenn Willis, Jr., Redondo Beach, Calif.

I/
SIEP 2:/
Cut desired hole
with holesaw.

STEP 3:-----------'=--
Use bolt head )
to remove plug.

#6 x 3/+" F.H.
wood screw

STEEBAR CORP.
(p.O. Box 980. Andover, NJ 0782f-0980)

THE BEST KEPT SECRET
rN rHrTsg?HoRKTNG

We have the largest selection of clocks,
plans, scroll saw projects, exotic lumber,

specialty items & more...

IOO PAGE CATALOG - OVER 25OO
ITEMS - MORE THAN 5OO CLOCKS

AND WOOD\MORKTNG PROJECTS NOT
AVAIIITBLE ELSEWHERE

MENTION THIS SPECIAL CODE TO
RECEIVE A FREE CLOCK PIAN WITH

YOUR CATALOG REQUEST
(coDE #wooD)

WWW.STEEBAR.COM
(973) 383-1026Cut interior shelves

1/e" narrower than
top and bottom.

"[he luts were co qui
effortless if felf lik6 I

et eind

lo raise the blade"
Hal Taylor, Museum Quality Works of Art, Hartwood,VA

Hal's comment is typicalof the many
we receive from crafbmen who have
tried our Pro Series blades.

. Resin bond-filled expansion slots
for extremely quiet cub

Each blade features:
. Expertly-tensioned, fully-
hardened tool steel plates
for true run
. Fine grit honing of

. High-grade, wear-resistant carbide
, tips for long life

easier with Tenryu blades. Ask
for them at your favorite dealer
or call 800-951-SAWS.

W. Melbourne, Fl32904
321 -951 -2400

800-951-SAWS
Fax: (321) 95'1 -2250

www.tenryu.com

www.woodonline.com

Continued on page 40
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Pipe sections banish
stumbling-vac woes
Cleaning the shop is a necessary evil,
and a shop vacuum that stumbles over

its own cord can make it a devilishly
difficult task. But instead of praying

for a solution, simply surround each

caster with a short piece of PVC pipe,

as shown in the drawing at right. The

casters still roll and swivel easily, and
the PVC collar shoves aside the power

cord to prevent tipping.
-Ralph Tedeschi, Cincinnati, Ohio

A three-point landing at
Your article "Straight Talk About

Circles" (WOOD magazine, issue
124) contained a wealth of informa-

tion, but I'd like to chip in my no-

math method for finding the center of

Heel touches edge
of circle

the center of a circle
a circle. For large circles, position your

carpenter's square so that it contacts the
perimeter at three points: the heel, and

each of the blades, as shown at left.

Make a mark where each blade
touches the perimeter, then connect

those marks with a pencil line. Rotate

the square about 90o and repeat the
process. The intersection of the two
lines is the center of the circle.

This method doesn't require measure-

ments, so you can use any square cor-

ner. For small circles. I've even used a

business card.
-Tom Woods, Newark, Del.

A few more tips from our
woodworking pros

.Frustrated by trying to match the
face frame of a builrin cabinet to a

wavy wall (or more woodwork)? On
page 65, you'll learn a simple way

to transfer that wall contour directly
to your workpiece.
.To ensure matching grooves, rab-

bet, and dadoes in multiple small
pieces, rout, then rip. See how it

works in The Handcrafted Home
wall sconces project, beginning on
page 66.rF
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the story.of
rrvooil

$i;r*.  there are the boards you
ir:*.r-;l-rine in the shop. But there's
i : is* a host of other products made
b,,i rncdifying the wood from a log.

manufactured ply- duction of high-strength
wood takes root in 1905

what they make
Trrom
fr tree

The history of the veneer used in ply-

wood production, though, goes back

much further. Egyptian craftsmen in

1500 B.C. applied thin slices of costly,

hard-to-get woods to more common

woods in the making of royal furniture.
Plywood employs thin sheets of veneer

glued and pressed together with the
grain running in alternate directions. The

alternate grain direction provides great

stability, as well as strength.

Softwood veneers, from trees such as

Douglas fir and southern pine, are pro-

duced by peeling a log on a lathe as you

would take the skin off an apple, and are

called rotary-cut. Rotary-cut plies go

into structural plywood.

Hardwood veneers from trees like oak

and walnut are made by slicing a

squared log down its length. These

veneers then are glued to the top and

back faces of the decorative plywood

used in furniture and cabinets. The inner
plies may be softwood veneer or veneer

cut from hardwood species, quite often
gurn and poplar, or even solid wood.

Laminated-veneer lumber
cuts iust like sawn stock
Developed in the 1940s, laminated
veneer lumber was targeted for the pro-

Plywood

structural components for
the aircraft industry.
Although more expensive, laminat-

ed veneer lumber (LVL) has several

advantages over sawn lumber. For some

applications, such as long scaffold
planks, window and garage-door head-

ers, and I-beam flanges, LVL's straight-

ness, high strength-to-weight ratio, and

extra length can't be attained with stan-

dard dimensional lumber. It's also used

for curved arches. Because LVL is pro-

duced with dry veneer (usually in
t/ro_l/a" thickness) in multiple layers

with the grain all running in the same

direction, it less likely to warp.

At present, LVL can be produced rn

widths up to 50" and thicknesses equiv-

alent to dimensional lumber. Long

lengths are achieved by end-joining

LVL billets with scarfs or overlaps.

Sl icing

Glued-laminated timbers
first saw use in 1893 for
arches in Switzerland
If you glued up a stack of sawn boards

with the grain of all layers running par-

allel, you'd have a glulam timber.
The lumber employed for glulam varies

according to species and size, but does

not normally exceed 2" Ln thickness.

And the layers typically are laid up hor-

izontally but also may be vertically
glued for arched structural elements,

such as supports for a domed roof.

Finger-joining the members in the glue-

up makes extremely long lengths possi-

ble (500' spans have been recorded).

Continued on page 44

The laminated wood
arches in the building,
far left, have lines that
please the eye. The
laminations were bent
and glued in large
forms. Left,amassive
glulam beam features
glued-up boards with
their grain direction
all running the same
way. Many species of
wood may be used.

www.woodonline.com



Note: All boards are cut and planed from one s/q x 41A x 96" piece of white oak.

3/ax 41/+ x 52" White oak

G G

%x 4/t x 12" White oak

1/a lP x 11/2"
threaded nipple

. 0 0 8 x 2 x 2 " c o p p e r s h e e t

A* lantern oanels 3/a' 23/qu 31/2', 0 3

B horizontal
mullions

C verticalmullions 1/qu 2Vz' 0 3

D--stiles 3/su i/zu 9i/z' 0 6

E-- rails 3/au l/zu 31/z' 0 3

F lantern back 3/e, 31/2" 91/2', 0 1
G ring segments 1/z' t z

H--stops 1/q, 1/zu 23/a' 0 6
l* escutcheon

panel 3/a' 33/q' 151/z' 0 1

J escutcheon
mullion

1/a' 1/t' 3Vz' 0 5

1/q, 1/q, 151/z' 0 1

1/z x 1" copper pipe

1/z x 1/2" copper elbow

#4 x t/2" brass
R.H.  wood

t /qMx  /8 "  FM- lP

K.- side banding 1/q' s/a' 1 6" 0 2
L** end bandinq Vi' s/a' 4' 0 2

-lnitial size shown, Parts are smaller after machining.
'* Pads initially cut oversize.

Material Key:0-oak

Supplies: #6x%" flathead brass wood screws (B),
#4xtl2" roundhead brass wood screws (4), 25-watt
frosted tubular lightbulb.

Buying Guide

Hardware kit for one sconce: .030 sheet mica,
.008 copper sheet, %x1" copper pipe,lz" copper
elbow, t/+xtla" lP lamp reducing bushing, 1/ax11/2" lP
lamp nipple, t/a" lP lamp nut, porcelain lampholder,
crimp-on eylet, J-B Weld metal-filled epoxy, #18 fix-
ture wire (10" each: black, white, green). Order kit
#WS, $31,50 ppd. for one sconce, $59.95 for two.
Schlabaugh and Sons Woodworking, 720 14th Street,
Kalona, 1A52247, or call 800/346-9663.

Rip a t/zxl9" strip from the t/t" stock
for the mica stop (H). Cut a t/s" rab-

bet the thickness of the mica panel on
one edge, and cut the stops to length.
Miter both ends of the front stops, and
one end of the side stops, as shown on
the Exploded View drawing. Glue and
clamp the top three stops in place. Set
the others aside.

ffiwmtk ffi ffi?ffi€;#*renr:a a
ffiffi#ffiq#frummm''r

From the 3/8" stock, cut the
escutcheon panel (I) to the size list-

ed. Now, in a process similar to that
used to form the lantern side and front
panels, follow the four steps shown in
the Escutcheon Panel detai l  on the
Escutcheon drawing to form this part.

When glued back together, the panel
has two dadoes and a groove to accept
mullions (8, J) and a lVzxl %" cutout at
each end.

.008 copper
roof panel

.008 X 41346 X 413/a" /
copper roof base_ SCTCW 5/s+" pilot holes

t/z" deep
(for roof screws)

. )

45 'm i t e r

t /e"  shank holes,
countersunk

7/'ta" hole

#6 x s/q" F.H.
brass wood
SCTEW

i 
\t/4" lP nut

Crimp on eyelet/

h
t l
\l

EXPLODED
VIEW

l/qx41/a x 32" White oak

Seam is soldered together.

25/a x 63/+"

Metal cap

Hot wire
(black)

Gold terminal

porcelain
socket

Neutral
wtre

(white)
Si lver

terminal

www.woodonline.com 69





familv room
valloL-r

Add style and value to
your living spaces with a

woodworking facelift

elcome to the kickoff of
"The Handcrafted Home."
In this series of articles,
we'll seek to inspire and

inform you about ways to use your
woodworking skills and tools to add
lasting value and beauty to your home.
For this first installment, we converted

the dated familv room below into a

The original space, complete with sheet paneling and
shag carpeting, retained its distinctly'60s look.

47
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familyroom renovation

space any woodworker would be proud
to create. On the following pages you'll
discover how to build and install all of
the woodwork that surrounds the fire-
place and lines the walls.

Although our room has a distinctive
Arts-and-Crafts flair because of design
elements, such as the wall stenciling,
framed pictures, stained glass, and fur-
nishings, the design of the built-in
woodwork complements most tradition-
al interiors. You may want to change
the stain color, wood species (we used
quartersawn solid oak and riftsawn oak
plywood throughout), or hardware to
suit your interior. For example, the
same woodwork in walnut would lend a

Transfo.rmiryg a famlly
ro0m step-oy-step
Although the complete renovation of a family room may
seem like a daunting task, you can achieve impressive
results through a series of simple steps. Here, in order, is
how this family room took shape. You'll find complete
how-to instructions for the wall-paneling, bookcases, and
light sconces in the three articles that follow this one. For
do-it-yourself information on some of the non-woodworking
aspects of this project, go to woodonline.com

I Anicrcs found in this issue

I lntornration covercd online

O Watl preparation. Rather than tear out the dated sheet
paneling, we covered it with a heavy wall covering (Heavy
Duty Wall Liner by Village Home purchased at Home
Depot) that provides a joint- and groove-free surface. Go
to www.woodmagazine.com/handhome/updatel .html

Q) Oaf paneling installation. We installed shop-made
paneling of solid oak and oak plywood as described in the
article on page 52.

@ Heat duct enclosurrs. To hide the heat ducts, we
built an enclosure of 3/a" plywood and 1x2 cleats screwed
to the wall and ceiling. We extended the ducts and added
elbows so heat exits the sides of the enclosure.

€) Wall paint. The walls were sponge painted, then sten-
ciled. Go to www.woodmagazine.com/handhome/update3.html

@ naruwooa floon An engineered hardwood floor was
glued to the concrete slab. For more information, go to
www.woodmagazine.com/handhome/update4.htmI

@ Upper mantel. Two 1/zx4/2" beams laminated using
g/+" plywood support an upper mantel of 3/+" oak plywood.
1x11/2" upper mantel support posts attached to the side
walls support the outer front edge of this mantel.

@ Built-in bookcases. Before building and installing
the bookcases, as shown on page 60, we screwed book-
case support blocking to the wall and fireplace brick, then
finish-nailed the baseboards to the blocking and upper-
mantel support posts.

@ Lower mantel. The lower mantel with brackets was fit-
ted between the bookcases. We nailed a 3/q" oak-plywood

ceiling, with recessed-light holes, to
the laminated beams. A center panel
that hides low-voltage transformers
(see photo at left) was constructed of
3/q" oak and 1/c" oak plywood. s/qx11/2"
panel stops with four magnetic catch-
es hold the panel in place.

Fircplace. We applied cultured stone directly against the
lower brick surface with construction adhesive. A hearth of
12x12" ceramic tiles was added. Then, we applied cul-
tured stone to the upper vertical brick surface. Brass trim
strips were riveted to the existing fireplace-insert doors,
and the frames and doors were painted black. Go to
www.woodma gazine.com/hand home/update6. htm I

Stained-glass windows, The existing window panes
were replaced with stained-glass panels. You'll find a
step-by-step stained'glass seminar at
www.woodma gazi ne.com/handhome/u pdateT. html

Wall sconces. To build and install these beautiful
Mission-style light fixtures, see page ffi.

0

@
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1 x 3" wood f i l ler
screwed to existing brick

Cultured stone

www.woodonline.com

Screw blocking in place with masonry anchors.
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family room renovation

study area a rich, library-like feel. Or,
switch to cherry, substitute wooden
knobs on the bookcase doors, and delete
the plate rail and its brackets, and the
woodwork has a distinctly Shaker flair.
And by all means, feel free to pick and

choose from among the ideas presented
here-you don't need to duplicate the
entire room. You may just want to build
the bookcases described on page 60, or
skip those and add the paneling only as
described in the next article. Those are
ambitious undertakings for sure, so if
you want to take on something smaller,
try your hand at the wall sconces on
page 66.

#mt*h the Augr.dst i*sue
fmr m*r# prs;ect tdeas
We couldn't squeeze all of the great

project ideas in this
room into one issue,
so we've saved some
of them for issue
134. You'l l f ind easy
ways to make your
own air-return grills
(at left) and Arts-
and-Crafts electric-
outlet wall plates.

Produced by Bill Krier with Jim Downing
Photographs: Wm. Hopkins, Jim Downing,
Baldwin Photography
lllustration: Kim Downing

A guide to the products in this room
Here are some of the products we hand-picked because of their quality features and appropriateness for this room:

Casablanca Fan Gompany
888/227-2178
www.casablancafanco. com

Geiling l ight and fan.
Artisan ll, model no.940327
with mica light fixture and
program mable featu res.

Stained-glass windows.
Custom-made by Art
G/ass Creations.

For a full-size pattern send $5 and a
stamped, self-addressed, business-
size envelope to Art Glass Creations,
10417 Hickman Road, Urbandale, lA
50322. Call 51 5/276-3026.

Finishes. Aged oak gel
stain and fast-drying

Stencils. "Landscape frieze"
above f i rep I ace. " P rai rie
rose" along tops of walls,
Helen Foster Sfencl/s.

Stone applied to
firepface. Pro-Fit Ledge-
sfone, autumn color

Available from Michael
Fitzsimmons Decorative Arts
312/787-0496
www,fitzdecarts.com

I , r
Hartco
800/442-7826
www. hartcof loorin g.com

Engineered hardwood
floor. Pattern-Plus
5000, natural maple.

Owens-Corning Cultured Stone
800/255-1727
www. cu ltu redstone. com
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FAMILY ROOM RIAOVATIOA

You can apply the following tech-
nique in any family room or den,
whether it's in the basement or upstairs.
Concrete block walls will require fur-
ring strips and drywall before you start
to panel.

In any case, make a scale drawing of
each wall involved in your project. It
will focus your attention on any potential
problems and help you visualize the end
result. The Wall Panel and Plate Rail
Assembly drawing on page 54 gives the
dimensions we used. You might use dif-
ferent measurements for the panels, for
example, but use the drawing to plan
your construction details.

Just like cabinet doors, these panels
need proper proportions to look good.
To avoid waste, you could plan to cut a
4x8' sheet of V+" plywood lengthwise
into three equal strips, each t1t/a" wide.
However, we ended up with 17" widths
when we chose to cbnter one mullion on
the wall and one under each window for
a nice, symmetrical look. Don't drive'yourself 

crazy ffrying to find the one
width that will work perfectly all
around the room. If you need to make
an end panel wider than the rest by an
inch or so, go atread-no one will
notice the difference. As for the height,

ln$talll
wal I panel

hat drab, fake-wood pan-
eling looked outdated
about a month after
somebody nailed it to

give them the
rich wood

surroundings
they deserve

-- your family room walls.
Never fear, it won't happen this time.
When you wrap a room with hardwood
plywood panels, separated by solid-
wood mullions and topped by a hand-
some plate rail, you not only add quali-
ty materials, you invest in a classic,
time-honored style.

As a key part of our family room
makeover, WOOb magazine senior
design editor Jim Downing covered a
tedious expanse of 1960s-style paneling
in his lower-level family room with this
elegant Arts and Crafts treafinent, feann-
ing quartersawn oak. You can see the
finished results in the photo opposite,
andon page52.

Take time to plan
You'll find the woodworking for this
project tairly straightforward. But the
planning stage could pose a bit of a
challenge. Will you need to add or
move electrical outlets and switches?
How will you handle the heat registers?
If you have windows to trim around,
does that dictate the mullion spacing?

53



7e" rabbet
/a" deep
along top edge

1/2" cove along
bottom edge

3/+ x 1 '
3/a X 41/q" WindOW trim
plate rail

1t/zx3 x 3" brackets
centered over mull ions

I
t/a" rabbeis
tZ" deep on
back edges
of mull ions

window trim

3/q x 43/a"
upper rai l

e/a x 4"-wide
mu l l i ons

Return cove
molding at

window

1/q" oak
plywood
panels

Cove
molding

Exist ing
wall

Plate rail ledger

1%" f in ish na i l

Upper rai l

1/q x 1/a" rabbet
% x 48"-tall oak plywood

SECTION VIEW
UPPER RAIL DETAIL

3/t x 43/a"
lower rail

t/z x s/+" tim

1/2" dowel s/+" long
(decorative)

t/q" rabbel t/2" deep
on both ends lq" rabbel t/q" dee?

Front face of
3/q x 4" mullion

MULLION
DETAIL

traditional wall paneling
plan for the plate rail to perch about 6'
above the floor. You might choose to
vary the distance slightly to suit person-
al taste-or personal height.

ffitmnt mhmpilmg thm pfremms
Measure the thickness of your plywood
before you begin shaping the rabbets on
the mullions. Sometimes, /+" plywood
is less than 1/q" thick. The panels must
fit snugly in the rabbets for the project
to look its best.

If your wall has windows with interi-
or trim that won't match your new pan-
eling, replace the trim with a flat frame
of oak. We cut the trim pieces 4" wide.
Rather than working on the wall, we

used a biscuit joiner to assemble each
frame in the shop, carried it to a win-
dow, and nailed it in place. Doing it that
way helps ensure square corners and
tight miter joints.

We made the plate rail brackets from
814 lumber, or you could laminate
pieces of 414 stock. Cut a template to
match the shape shown in the Section
View Upper Rail Detail drawing,
above. Trace that shape onto each piece
of stock, saw close to the line, and fin-
ish up with a drum sander.

A pneumatic brad nailer really speeds
up a big project such as this one. When

54

Exist ing wall

3/t x 47/s"
plate rai l  ledger

3/+ x 11/2" ceil ing trim

3A x93/a"
baseboard

7a"-thick window frame

Sand t/a"
bevels at ioint.

1/z x 1"
base shoe

Baseboard joint line (if stock is
not long enough to span room)

Engineered wooden floor

WALL PANEL AND
PLATE RAIL ASSEMBLY

you're all done, stain and varnish every-
thing before filling the brad holes with
putty that matches the stained wood.
Then apply a second coat of varnish.

WOOD magazine Apr i l  2001



See the drawings on the opposite page
for the dimensions of the mullions,
baseboard, rails, ledger, and plate rail.
In an upcoming issue, we'll show you
how to make outlet covers, switch
plates, and heat registers, all matching
the new style of the room.

Six step*
to installation

&Agg,In most situations, you can put
your new panels right over the exist-

ing wall, as we did. Above the area to
be paneled, we covered the old paneling
with a heavy-duty wallpaper specially
made for hiding imperfections.

Begin building at the bottom with a
big, solid-looking baseboard. We used
3/+" boards 93/s" -wide, cut a slight cham-
fer on the edge of any boards that butt
together, and used a biscuit joiner to
keep those joints lined up. We used a
level to keep the boards straight despite
an uneven floor. Slight gaps disap-
peared when we laid a wood floor on
top of the existing concrete.
A3/q" board 43/s" wide sits on top of the

baseboard and serves as the lower rail

www.woodonline.com

for the panel frames. Nail those boards
into the wall studs . Later, after our new
flooring was in place, we nailed on a
piece of base shoe.

Panelin$, Temporarily set the mul-
lions in place, as shown in Photo A.

Mark their locations on the wall. We
used a strip of masking tape at the top
end so the marks would stand out. The
inset photo shows you how to hold the
mullions while you make sure every-
thing is lined up properly. Drive a screw
into the wall just above the rabbeted
tongue. The screw head keeps the board
in place. Then make matching align-
ment marks on the tape and the board.
Once they're all up and the layout looks
good, cut the panels to fit.

Stock up on construction adhesive,
because those tubes will empty quickly
from this point on. Starting at one end
of a wall. fasten the first mullion into
place, keeping it square with the base-
board. Apply a wavy bead of adhesive
down its back and two nails through the
tongue of the upper rabbet.

Apply a wide, wavy bead of adhesive
to a panel, slip it into the rabbet of the
baseboard, as shown tn Photo B, then
slide it into the side rabbet of the mul-
lion and press it against the wall. When
you come to the new window frame, cut
panels to fit snugly against it.

Leave a z/+" gap between the window
frame and the face of each mullion. as
seen in Photo C. This gap allows for the
piece of trim that comes next.

Wj.n"dg-w trim,, Cover the seam
between window frame and wall

panel with a 3/+xL" strip. As shown in
Photo D, you'll cut a notch on the side
strips that's V+" deep and runs from the
lower end of the trim strip to the top
edge of the paneling. The strip along the
bottom of the window is 3/+x3/q".

Nail these trim pieces to the frame with
brads. Our pneumatic nailer created
some problems by sending several brads
curving out through the face of the
wood. If you have the same trouble, you
can always switch to a hammer.

Uppsr rud and lgdger" Minoring
the baseboard design, an upper rail

and a plate rail ledger run across the top
of the paneling. The rabbet along the
bottom edge of the upper rail mates
with the panels and the rabbeted end of
each mullion.



tradit ional wall  paneling

The plate rai l  lecl-uer sits atop the
upper rai l .  as shown in Photo E. Fasten

both of those boarcls to the wall  studs

wi th  f ln ish na i ls .
A 1/':x3/+" trirl strip covers the seam

between the ledger and upper rai l .  and
another str ip o1' the sarne dimensions
covers the seam between the baseboard
and lower rai l .  Photo Fshows a home-

made galrge that helps you instal l  each

tr irn piece perfect ly strai-eht. Gh"re two

scraps to-gether to form a gauge that
hangs on the top ed-ee of the ledger and
locates the top edge of the tr im. Make
another for the narrower lower rai l .

:  : ' ' ,  D r i l l  p o c k e t - s c r e w  h o l e s
in the top of'each bracket, and center

a bracket above each tul l- length mull ion.

; l t  I \

using a square to mark the location on

the ledger. Align the top surface of each
bracket with the top edge of the ledger to

sLrppor-t the plate rail shelf.
Hold a small square against the bracket

to keep i t  l ined up while you nai l  through
the lower end. Then drive a self-tapping
pocket screw through the hole. as shown
rn Photo G. I f  you don't  have a pocket

screw j ig. you can toenail  the bracket in
place fi'om the top.

1, , : , ,  , , : ,  , i ; . i ,  r i : , . i , r i  Na i l  the p la te  ra i l

shelf to the ledger and the support
brackets. The f lnal bit  of tr im consists
of  l tL"  oak cove mold ing.  ava i lab le  a t
home centers. Cut pieces to f i t  exactly
between the brackets. and nai l  them in
place. as shown in Photo H.

When we came to the windows. we cut

the end piece of moldin,e to make a
"return." See Drawing 1. below, for cut-
t ing detai ls. Glue the return to the mold-
ing as shown. I t  si ts ?" from the end of
the shelf. .F

Wr i t ten  by  J im Po l lock  w i th  J im Downing
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
l l lus t ra t ions ;  K im Downing ;  Lorna  Johnson

J

;

,1,:i

DRAWING 1
Suttlr ls t!:e cove return

, 
",,.i 

For a classy | 
*'

i  f in ish ing  I
touch, we went for  I
a "pegged" look at ss [ ,1g,,
each jo int  a long the
baseboard. Dr i l l
three t/2" holes 7e" r$ | rr:

deep along each
side of  the jo int ,  1
from the jo int  and
evenly spaced across the width
of the board.  Cut s/ro"- long plugs
from a 1/2" oak dowel, dab on a
bi t  of  yel low glue, and place
them in the holes.  Set each plug
f lush by holding a block of  wood
on top of  i t  and tapping the
block wi th a hammer.  You also
can use this technique for
bui l t - in cabinets and hardwood
f loor ing,  as long as i t  sui ts the
stvle of the room.

Cove

TOP VIEW

5B

E N D  V I E W
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bdokcase
This new
edition to

your home
will speak

volumes
about your
good taste

L:.:,':;:t;iliriiii:',,:,,::i

:.,,ji;,{,:il rr.ir,',;*"f ake a look around your
;-'t,5!1.F':. fiir-1+li'rjr.,
iili;t'{.fi ;1f,fu home. Chances are, you'll

;1,+ru iffi{gkl1 spot any number of ideal

il,t'*# ".tiffi-S.r locations for a built-in
.irf{+i,,.*i*[iii,i, 6oop.use like the one at
1efr. These rock-solid storage and display
cases fill the void. They look great flank-
ing a fireplace or entertainment center,
tucked into a nook, or lining the walls of
your home's study area. They're easy to
make, and add lasting value to your
home.
Note: We'll show you how to build the
bookcase that fits into the space avail-
able in our handcrafted family room.
You'll need to adjust some or most of the
dimensions to fit your location. We used
quarter-sawn oak and straight-grained
oak plywood for an authentic Arts and
Crafts look, but you can substitute other
woods to match your home's interior.

Firstu bu*f;d the
embfrmet case

Cut the cabinet sides (A), top and
bottom (B), fixed shelf (C), and

fixed-shelf edge banding (D). See the
Bill of Materials for our dimensions.
lr{ote: Before taking the next steps, check
the 2x4 framed opening in your wall. If

the opening is plumb, Ievel, and square,
the outside dimensions of the case should
be I/a" smaller in width and length than
the opening. It's a good idea to cut the
back (E) to size and check if it willfit into
the opening before proceeding.

Mark the positions of the grooves
for the shelf standards, where shown

on the Side View drawing. Use a
straightedge, router, and s/s" straight bit
set 3/ta" deep to rout the grooves. Be
sure to stop the groove so the fixed shelf
covers its rounded end.

Use a drill press and holesaw to cut
the 2Vs" holes for the lights, where

shown on the Exploded View.
Adjust your biscuit joiner's fence so
the machine cuts a centered slot in

the edge of tA" -thick stock. Set its

*ieq Sanding pencil marks off
tn $J open-grained woods,
such as oak, can be challenging.
Our solution: Mark the biscuit
positions on masking tape, then
just peel away the tape before
you clamp the joints.

rAmrLv ffio#M Rn"ficvATro/l
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built-in bookcase

EXPLODED VIEW

Woodcraft low-profile double ,  117/a" a-
I

magnetic catch, item 27HO4

141/z '
a_1!" 2t/s,'hole

Woodcraft
mission-style
door  pu l l ,
item 123876

cutting depth for the #10 biscuits used
throughout this project.

If you don't own a biscuit joiner, you
can use rabbets and stopped dadoes,
going with a slightly longer fixed shelf,
top, and bottom.

Cut the biscuit slots for joining the
ends of the sides (A) and tops and

bottoms (B), as shown tn DrawinRs I
and 2. below.

#10 b iscu i ts

Woodcraft
mission-style hinge,
item 123872

Cut biscuit slots for joining the
fixed-shelf edge banding (D) to the

fixed shelf (C). Next, cut the slots for
joining the fixed shelf to the sides, as
shown in Drawing 3, below. To do this,
use the fixed shelf as a reference and
straightedge for aligning and position-
ing the slots in the sides (A).

Glue and clamp the edge banding to
the fixed shelf. Then. slue and

Brass f inish
shel f

standards

)  112 /a '

clamp together parts A, B, and C/D,
checking for square.

Cut the back (E) according to the
Bill of Materials, making sure it is

square. Lay the AlBlClD assembly on
its front face and attach the back with 1"
brads. (If you prefer air guns, use 1 "
narrow-crown staples. Air-driven brads
will not hold the back sufficientlv.)

@
Biscuit
center

location
marks

Masking tape

DRAWING 2
Cuttinq biscuit slots in the ends

of lhe toos and bottoms

How to cut three types of
joints found in the carcase

Cuttinq biscuit slots in the sides
for ieceiving the fixed shelf

WOOD magaz ine  Apr i l  200162

DRAWING 1
Cuttinq biscuit slots near

the dnds of the sides



F-l f7/s"  - -1

%" stopped
grooves

3/6" deep
for shelf

standards

@

5/e" s/au

71/a"

13/q"

SIDE VIEW

Lay the assembled case on its back.
Cut the vertical face frames (F) and

lower tr im (G) to size. Biscuit,  glue, and
clamp these in place. Cut the biscuit
slots for the upper trim (H).

t/+ x 48 x 96" Oak plywood

www.woodonline.com

As shown in the Top View, we made
one of the vertical face frames /+" wider
than the other so we could scribe it to fit
the wall (more on that later).

Cut the adjustable shelves (I) to
size. Set aside for now.

Lmttm ffi%n{HtrTW xs,qtqp
rmmk$rtE f;fi * #m*'*rs
Note: Before cuttirtg your door stiles
and rails in the next step, check the si;,e
of the face-frame opening. Allow for
these clearances: 3/-t:" betn*een the doors
and the face frame along the hinged
edges, t/s" at the tops and bottorns of the
doors, andthr," behreen the doors.

From 5/4 stock cut the door stiles
(J), upper and lower door rai ls (K),

and center  door  ra i ls  (L)  to  s ize.
Because 514 quarter-sawn oak is hard to
f ind, we laminated 414 boards and
planed the laminations to I  " thick.

Mark the locations where the rails
and stiles meet. Cut two slots for

#10 biscuits at each ioint.

t/q x 48 x 48" Oak plywood

A sides 3/qu 117/a' 57^ 0P 2

B too &bottom 3/t' 111/e" 44' 0P 2

C fixed shelf 3/r' 10lq' 44' 0P 1

D fixed-shelf
edge banding

E back 1/o" 451/z' 57' 0P 1

F vertical
face frames 3/+' lTtr 551/z' 0 2

G lower trim 3/qu 11/qu 45Vz' 0 1

H upper trim 3/t' 11/q' 0 1

3/A' 1" 44' 0 1

I adiustable
shblves 1 " 111/4t' 4313/16" LO 2

J door stiles 1 3u 55Vq' L0 4

K upper &..
lower rarls

1/q' 1/4u 34Va', 0 4

1/qu 3/s, 112/s' 0 4

1" 37/a" 14'/a' L0 1

L center door rails 1" 3u 147/a' L0 2

M door panels 1/z' 151/q' 34' LP 2

N vertical
panel stops

0 horizontal
panel stops Vq' 15%" O 4

P vertical
glass stops

Q horizontal
glass stops 1/q' 3/su 153/a' 0 4

-Upper trim runs full length of room across both
bookcases, and is installed after the bookcase is
in place.

Materials Key: 0-oak, L0-laminated oak,
LP-laminated plywood, OP-oak plywood.

Supplies: #10 biscuits, 48" brass-finish shelf
standards (4), shelf clips with nails (8), 3/q" brad
nails, 1" brad nails, stain, clear finish.

Buying Guide: Hinges, magnetic catch, and
door pulfs, Mission-style hinges, iten 123872,
$10.50 per pair; low-profile double magnetic catch,
item 27H04, $1.99; Mission-style vertical door pull,
item 123876, $5,99. Prices do not include shipping
charges. Contact Woodcraft, P.0. Box '1686,

Parkersburg, WV 26102-1686. Call 8001225-1 153,
or go to www.woodcraft.com.
Low-profile halogen lights. Three-light kit with
transformer, brass finish, item 44290, $69.99 plus
shipping. Contact Rockler, 4365 Willow Drive,
Medina, MN 55340, Call 800/279-4441, or go to
www.rockler.com.

*Plane or resaw to thickness listed in the Bill Of Materials.

J
s/ax71/a x 60" Oak (4 needed)

&fi* To give doors good
effi M swinging clearance,
and to prevent the hinges from
binding, cut a 2' bevel along
both long door edges. Cut the
bevel so it removes material
from the back side of the door
edge, not the front.

e/+ x 48 x 96" Oak plywood
Vq x 11/a" x Width of room Oak

/F\
\E/

@ /n
\L,i o

3/a x 111/+ x 96" Oak (2 needed)
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DRAWING 4
Using spacers to position

center door rail

built-in bookcase

Assemble the doors with glue, bis-
cuits, and clamps. Keep the door flat

by working on a flat work surface, and
check the glue-up for square by mea-
suring diagonally. To precisely space
the center door rails, use spacers, as
shown in Drawing 4.

With a router and bearing-piloted rab-
beting bit, cut a t/+" rabbatt 3/0" O""O

around the inside openings of the door.

Make the cut in three successively deep-
er passes, as shown in Photo A. For the
most chip-free results, move the router
counterclockwise (known as a "climb
cut"). Square the corners with a chisel.

Laminate the door panels (M) from
two pieces of /q" plywood. (We lam-

inated these because of the difficulty of
finding 1/rrt plywood with two good
faces.) Place the panels in their openings.

Cut the vertical panel stops (N) and
horizontal panel stops (O) to fit the

panel opening. Miter their ends and
secure in position wtth 34" brads.'Cut 

and fit the vertical glass stops
(P) and horizontal glass stops (Q).

You will attach them later.

64

Mitered
end l---..-..- 15%"

#16 x e/+"
brad

t I m );',;Yi:"Ji; I["-l'fr,,,.
the toor panels in this project,
can split easily when you drive a
brad through them. To prevent
that from happening, drill pilot
holes through the stops with a
like brad. Or, attach the stops
with a pneumatic brad nailer-
these rarely split wood.

DOOR
(Viewed from behind)

Apply stain and clear finish to the
entire project. We used Minwax

Aged Oak Gel Stain topped with two
coats of Minwax Fast Drying Satin
Polyurethane.

New, install the
cabimet frnto your wall

Attach the 2x blocking needed to
hold the cabinet securely in position.

(See how we supported the cabinet in
the cutaway view on page 49.)

113/a x 153/e"
leaded-glass panel

1
37/a"

l
37/a"

I

1
107/e"

I
ili

3/a'11

t/+" rabbets
3/4" deep

th" rabbel
s/q" deep

tZ" rabbets
3/4" deep
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#10 biscuits

dn

0

0

Slide the cabinet into its opening, as
shown in Photo B. Temporarily

position the doors in the openings with
spacers to set the clearances. Check the
squareness of the case against the doors
and shim around the edges of the case to
make it fit the doors. The case should sit
plumb and level.

Scribe the vertical face frames to fit
adjoining walls. In the case of our

cabinet, we had to place a 3/q" -wide
filler strip between the wall and face
frame, as shown in the Shop Tip Photo
above, and scribe it to fit the wall.

Place the bookcase back into its
opening. Secure it by driving nails

through the cabinet sides or face frames
and into surrounding blocking or other
sturdy supports. We secured our book-
case with nails driven into the base
board directly below the bottom front
edge of the cabinet, as well as into the
framing directly above the top front
edge of the cabinet.

Install the light fixtures. We used
low-voltage fixtures with long-life

halogen bulbs. (See the Buying Guide
on page 63 for a source.) The article on
page 49 shows where we placed the
wiring and transformers. Plug the trans-
formers into switched power outlets.

Glue, biscuit, and nail the upper trim
(H) in place.

Attacfr tha dmors
Mark the locations of the top and
bottom hinges onto the door, where

shown on the Door drawing. Center the
middle hinge between the top and bot-
tom hinges. Attach the non-mortise
hinges with the supplied screws.

Position the doors in the cabinet
opening, and place %"-thick spacers

underneath them. Transfer the locations
of the hinges onto the vertical face

frame, as shown tn Photo C. Attach the
other halves of the hinges to the face
frame at the marked locations.

Lift the doors off the installed
hinges. Attach the door pulls and

magnetic catch, where shown on the
Exploded View drawing.

A few flnal touclresn
and ysu'rs done!

Cut the brass-finish shelf standards
to length with a hacksaw, and nail

them into the y's" grooves in the cabinet
sides. Use a needle-nose pliers to hold
the tiny shelf-standard nails as you
drive them with a hammer.

Place the shelf clips where desired,
and install the adjustable shelves.
Secure the l lz/ax53/8" glass panels
with the P and Q stops and 3/q"

brads. We used a leaded-glass panel
to accentuate the Arts and Crafts look
of the bookcase, but a single pane of
glass would work fine. Hang the
doors-that's it.?

Written by Bill Krier with Charles l. Hedlund
Photographs: Wm. Hopkins; Mafi Baldwin
ll lustrations: Kim Downing; Roxanne LeMoine

--*l
|  

3 r l

* in Here's a quick and easy way to fit cabinet face
f Ifuf frames to walls. All you need are two %"-thick
scrals of wood and a pencil. First, use one scrap spacer
to distance the cabinet face frame a maximum of t/2" from
the wall at any point along the face frame. Then, use the
other t/2" spacer and a pencil to scribe the wall contour
onto the face frame or a filler strip edge-glued to the face
frame, as shown at right. (ln this instance we used a filler
strip to fill the void between the edge of the face frame
and the wall panel.) Simply plane oi cut along the scribed
line for a perfect fit to the wall.
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TAMILY ROOM REAOVATIOA

Matching
accessories

tie the
entire room

together
into a

harmonious
package

he warm, golden glow of
an incandescent lighr
bulb shining through a
sheet-mica diffuser is a
hallmark of Arts and

Crafts lighting. Add this ambience to
your home with one or more of these
oak and copper wall-mounted sconces.

Start with the' '
sconcets lantern
Note: To accommodate the dffirent
thicknesses of stock required for this
project, select a /ex4t/ax96" board. Cut
a 12" length, andplane it to y2" thickfor
the G pans. Cut a 52" length, and plane
it to 3/8" thick for parts A, D, E, F, I.
Plane the remnining 32" piece to /n"
thickfor parts B, C, H, J, K, L.

J From the 3/s" stock, cut the lantern
I panels (A) to the size listed in the

Bill of Materials. Install a Vc" dado
blade in your tablesaw. Cut the grooves
and dadoes in the backs of the pieces, as
shown in Step / on the Lantern Panel
detail of the Lantern Light drawing.
f) Now, rip and crosscut the lantern
4- panels, as shown in Steps 2 and 3 of
the Lantern Panel detail. Discard the
waste square, and glue and clamp the
remaining pieces of the panel together,
as shown rn Step 4.

{)From the Vq" stock, cut the horizon-
Utal and vertical mullions (B) and (C)
to size. Using yotx Va" dado blade, cut
the centered notches in the mullions for
the halfJap joints, as shown on the
Lantern Panel detail. Set two of the hor-
izontal mullions (B) aside for use later
on the escutcheon panel (I). Glue the
mullions into ttre lantern panels.

fFrom the 3/s" stock, cut a 4x9r/2"
Tblank for the stiles (D) and a
2t/+x3Vz" blank for the rails (E). Install
a dado blade in your tablesaw, and cut
the 2Vz" and Vz" rabbets in the ends of
the stiles blank, and the Vz" nbbets in
the ends of the rails blank and the
lantern panels (A). The rabbets cut in
these parts become the half-lap joints
shown on the Lantern Light drawing.
Rip the stile blank into Vz"-wide strips
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23/t"

31/z'

Middle is waste.

t/a" dadoes /a" deep,
(half lap) centered

Step 1
Cut grooves and dadoes
into backs of the panels.

Step 3
Crosscut
sides off
the blanks.

STEP 4
Glue cut parts
back together.
(Discard center
waste piece.)

LANTERN PANEL DETAIL

lantern walll sconces

to form the stiles (D), as shown in
Photo A. Repeat this operation with the
rail blank to form the rails (E).

Glue and clamp together the lantern
panel assembly (A/B/C), the stiles (D),

and the rails (E) to form the lantern lights.
From the 3/s" stock, cut the back (F)
to the size listed. Drill the counter-

sunk shank holes and the l/re" hole, as
shown on the Back Part View drawing.

Tilt your tablesaw blade to 45".
With the fence positioned so the

blade tilts away from it, bevel-rip the
lantern lights and the lantern back (F), as
shown on the Exploded View drawing.

tMrap up th* lantern
Rip a l"-wide strip from the Vz" -
thick stock for the mounting ring

segments (G). Miter-cut them to the
length listed. Glue the ring together, as
shown on the Exploded View drawing.

68

Assembled lantern panel @ t/2" rabbel s/ro" deep
(half lap)t-.*"

=l
,/r")

LANTERN
LIGHT

\ 31/z'

,/r')

tZ" rabbets 3/ro" deeD
(hal f  lap)

Adhere the mounting ring to the out-
, side face of the lantern back (F) with

double-faced tape, where shown on the
Back Part View drawing. Using the pre-
viously drilled holes in the lantern back
(F) as guides, drill screw pilot holes in
the mounting ring. For accurate
reassembly later, make index marks on
the ring and back. Remove the ring and
set it aside.
' Position the three lantern liehts and

,the back, outside faces up, 6n a flat
surface so the points of the beveled
edges are touching and the top and bot-
tom edges are aligned. Fasten the parts
together, top, bottom, and center, with
strips of masking tape. Turn the taped-
together parts over, and spread glue on
the beveled edges. Roll up the assembly,
and secure the closing miter with more
tape. Wipe off any glue that squeezes
out, and set the assemblv aside.

/a" rabbet (depth same
thickness as mica)

2t/z" rabbel
s/0" deep
(half lap)

1
21/2"

I
I

)

5/o+" pilot hole
1/2" deep

(for roof screws) 45 'mi ter

3/+,f[ yo,
l_/

zAa" hole

t/e" shank
holes,
counter-
sunk

BACK PART VIEW
(inside face)
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Note: All boards are cut and planed from one /+ x 41/q x 96" piece of white oak.

@ @ @F<0 d G) o
3/ex41/+ x 52" White oak

G

t/z x 4th x 12" White oak

I/a lP x 11/2"
threaded nipple

.008 x  2x2"  copper  sheet

A- lantern panels 3/au 23/4' 31/2', 0 3

B horizontal
mullions

C verticalmullions 1/t' 1/qu 21/z' 0 3

D**stiles 3/a, l/zu 91/z' 0 6

E-- rails 3/a' 1/z' 31/z- 0 3

F lantern back 3/d' 31/2, 91/2', 0 1
G ring segments Vz' o 4
H**stops t/i' l/zu 23/4' 0 6
l* escutcheon

panel 3/au 3Vq' 15Vz' 0 1

J escutcheon
mullion

K** side banding 1/q' /a' 16" 0 2
L** end bandino 1/q' 5/a' 4' 0 2

1/q' 1/q' 3Vz' 0 5

a i l

I

1/z x 1" copper pipe

1/z x 1/2" copper elbow

.008 copper
roof panel

.008 x Ala/16s4 {,ts/6
copper roof base

25/a x 63/q"
mica panels

EXPLODED
VIEW

t/q' t/q' 151/2" 0 1

1 /qMx /e"  FM- lP
lamp reducing

bushing

25W tubular  bu lb

-lnitial size shown, Parts are smaller after machining.
** Parts initially cut oversize.

Material Key:O-oak

Supplies: #6x/c" flathead brass wood screws (8),
#4xtl2" roundhead brass wood screws (4), 2S-watt
f rosted tubular lightbulb.

Buying Guide

Hardware kit for one sconce: .030 sheet mica,
.008 copper sheet, t/2x1" copper pipe, %" copper
elbow, t/+x/a" lP lamp reducing bushing, 1/sx11/z" lP
lamp nipple, /a" lP lamp nut, porcelain lampholder,
crimp-on eylet, J-B Weld metalJilled epoxy, #18 fix-
ture wire (10" each:black, white, green).Order kit
#WS, $31,50 ppd, for one sconce, $59.95 for two.
Schlabaugh and Sons Woodworking, 720 'l4th Street,
Kalona, 1A52247, or call 800/346-9663.

Rip a Vzxl8" strip from the t/+" stock
for the mica stop (H). Cut a t/s" rab-

bet the thickness of the mica panel on
one edge, and cut the stops to length.
Miter both ends of the front stops, and
one end of the side stops, as shown on
the Exploded View drawing. Glue and
clamp the top three stops in place. Set
the others aside.

#r'anf]t ffi trT'ft ffi fi6'] f,rysrc,r
fsf

From the 3/8" stock, cut the
escutcheon panel (I) to the size list-

ed. Now, in a process similar to that
used to form the lantern side and front
panels, follow the four steps shown in
the Escutcheon Panel detai l  on the
Escutcheon drawing to form this part.

When glued back together, the panel
has two dadoes and a groove to accept
mull ions (B, J) and a l t /zx|%" cutout at
each end.

No mi ter

_)

45 'm i te r

/e" lP nut

Crimp on eyelet
t/e" shank holes,
countersunk
zAa" hole

#6 x s/+" F.H.
brass wood
SCTEW

on end
of stop

both sides)

/
(

/
45"

bevels

l+x4th x 32" White oak

Seam is soldered together.

WIRING DETAIL
(section view)

Metal cap

Hot wire
(black)

Gold terminal

porcelain
socket
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lantern walll sconces
Cut the escutcheon mullion (J) from
the Vc" stock to the size listed. Form

the two notches near each end, where
shown on the Escutcheon drawing.
Retrieve the set-aside horizontal mul-
l ions (B), and glue them and the
escutcheon mullion in place.

Drill the countersunk screw shank
holes and the 1/16" hole, where

shown on the Escutcheon Part View
drawing. The countersinks are on the
back of the escutcheon panel.

Chuck a keyhole bit in your table-
mounted router, and adjust it to cut

t/q" deep. Position the fence to center
the bit on the width of the escutcheon
panel. Clamp stgpblocks to the fence to
position the keyhole slots where shown.
Switch on the router, and with the top of
the panel against the right stopblock,
lower it onto the running bit, then move
it to the left until it contacts the other
stopblock. Turn off the router, and wait
for the bit to stop before sliding the
panel back and lifting it from the bit.
You need a separate stopblock setup to
rout each keyhole slot.

Adhere the mounting ring to the
front face of the escutcheon panel (I)

with double-faced tape, where shown
on the Escutcheon Part View drawing.
Using the previously drilled holes in the
panel as guides, drill screw pilot holes
in the mounting ring. Make sure the
index mark previously made on the ring
is in the proper orientation. Remove the
ring and set it aside.

From yorn V+" stock, rip strips %"
longer than listed for the side band-

ing (K) and end banding (L). Miter-cut
the parts to length, and glue and clamp
them to the escutcheon panel, leaving a
%" overhang at both front and back, as
shown on the Escutcheon drawing.

ltus tim6 t0 get wired
Cut a 1"-long piece of copper pipe,
and epoxy it into aVz" copper elbow,

then epoxy a V+xVa" IP reducing bush-
ing into the open end of the pipe, as
shown on the Exploded View drawing.
Remove the metal cap from a lam-
pholder's porcelain socket, and epoxy it
into the open end of the elbow, as
shown. We used JB Weld metal-filled
epoxy because it is heat resistant and
adheres well to metal. Be sure to orient
the metal cap so the screws are accessi-

70

ble. Set this assembly aside until the
epoxy cures.

Cut three 10" lengths of #18 fixture
wire: one black, one white, and one

green. Pull the black and white wires
through the assembly. Connect the
black wire to the gold (hot) terminal
and the white wire to the silver (neutral)
terminal on the porcelain lamp socket.
Reattach the socket to its metal cap.

Slip the threaded pipe nipple over
the wires, and screw it into the bush-

ing. Crimp the eyelet onto the green
wire. To check the fit of the lampholder

assembly, insert the pipe nipple through
the hole in the lantern back, slip on the
ground wire eyelet, and fasten the
whole assembly with a /s" IP nut, as
shown on the Wiring detail of the
Exploded View drawing. Remove the
lampholder assembly and set it aside.

A little rnetal work
makes a roof

Copy the roof and roof base pattems
from the WOOD PATTERNSa insert.

and adhere them to .008" copper sheet.
See the Buying Guide for our source.

ESCUTCHEON

t/a" holes,
countersunk
on back
side I

I

Step 1 Cut groove
and dadoes into back
side of the blank.

r/a" dado
r/+" deep

Step 2
Rip both
sides off
blank.

Step 3
Crosscut
top, center,
and bottom
off blank.

t/q" dado
1/4" deep

\NI-JJJ
step 4 o-*,$ll--
parts back toqether.

ESCUTCHEON
PANEL DETAIL
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as e le-eant ly  s imple L ls  St ick ley 's .
The picces nrade in srnal lel shops or
by rnd ivrdura l  woodworkers  had
many decorat ive c le ta i ls .  such as
in lays o f  ceramic  t i le .  pear l .  pewtet ' .
and exotic woods. In the case of
Cal i forn ians Greene and Greene.
their furnitLrre ref- lected an oriental
i n f l uence .  Ye t .  i t  i s  p r ima r i l y
St ick ley 's  in terpreta t ions that  have
resurrected Arts and Crafis fr,rrniture
for renewed populari ty today.

An emphasis
on mative and netural
Quartersawn white oak was the chosen
wood fbr most American Arts and Crafis
furniture. I t  definitely was the staple fbr
that produced by Gustav Stickley. The
qLlartersawn wood was strong and
durable. As a bonr.rs. the stock displayed
a ray f i-eure that enhanced otherwise
st ra ight l 'o rward l i r res .  Other  nat ive
American woods. sr"rch as ash, chestnut.
and even nrahogany (Stickley off-ered i t)
also were used to some extent. English
makers leaned toward darker f latsawn
oak and rnahogany.

In  Great  Br i ta in  as wel l  as  the Uni ted
S ta tes .  c l e  a r  f  i n i shes  we re  used  t o
enhance the wood. In the Stickley fhcto-
ry, arnd in those of other American furni-
turernakers. workers "fumed" the white
oak to enhance i ts natural color and
grain withoLrt muddying i t .  Fr-rrning was
done by p lac ing the p ieces ins ic le  i r
chantber  wi th  arnmonia and leav in-g i t
there unt i l  su f f ic ient ly  darkened.  Ani l ine
dyes then were employed to match sap-

r t
f,

, t ' ,
*

wood to  hear twood.
Pref-erred shades were
rrecl ium tct dark
brown. a stark contrast
to the popLrlar "golclen

oak" of the t inte. Even
black and dark-_sreen-
ish shacles appearecl.

Sat in .  not  g loss.  c lcar
f inishes were the choice lbr Arts and
Craf ts  furn i ture .  St ick ley re l ied on
qu i ck -d ry i n ,e  she l l ac  m ixec l  w i t h
German lacqr"rer. A protective coat of
wax r-rsr.ral ly was added.

Jclir,lmrry ffis de*srfitlor$
Woodworkers  fc l r  centur ies  had
eniployed the ntort ise-ancl-tenon jcl int,
bLrt i t  becarne a visual elernent o1- Arts
and Crafts f irrniture. Extending the tenon
throurgh the fLrrniture 

's 
surface-a table-

top. a chair.  a leg-turned a stntc-
tLrral element into a sLrbtlc. onta-
nrental one.

At Stickley. Craftsntan t iu'niturc
f ' i rst f 'eatured kcycd teltol. ls. But
over thc years of prodLrct ion they
wcle replacecl by less labrtr inten-
s ivc .  non-keyec l .  throueh tenons.
then b l inc l  tenons.  Shop-bu i l t  Ar ts
and Crafis furniture usually r lain-
ta inec l  the v isua l  tenons.  f t 'equent -
ly  shaped for  in terest .

Dowels .  too.  were v is ib le  wherr
rusecl l i rr  joinin-u. They servecl tct
peg n lo l . t ise- l l r rc l - tc r r r l r r  jo in ts .

Aeesruts s*d s$$ep$* $$mes
Wooden brackets .  ca l led corbe ls .  sun-
portcd the widc arrrs of parlor chairs
and other f irrnitr-rre. as wcl l  as wall-
mcltrnted shelves. However. these were
pLrrely accents. as the sturcly. ioinery did

,  r ro t  rcc ; r r i l 'e  thern.
Copper hardware. art i f ic ial ly a-ted ancl

freqLrently hantntered. servecl to
enhance the dark oak prontinent in the
Ar ts  anc i  Craf ts  s ty lc .  In  En-c lanc l .

German s i lver  was popur lar .  On the
We st Coast of the United Satcs. Greene
and Greene 's  work  o f ten inc luc led
knobs and pu l ls  o f  wood.

Upholstery ntaterials lbr chair seats
ran_ued f l 'orn leather to rush. And leather
occasional ly r. l ,as chosen to cover table
tops and desk surfaces. but frequently
was the Lrpholstery of chcl ice on sofhs
anc l  set t les . f

lllustrations: Brian Jenson
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We put the presqure on seven compact
compressors to find the top gun

ools once used mainly in auto-
motive and manufacturing
facilities-air-driven machines
such as nailers, spray guns, air

brushes, impact wrenches, sandblasters,
dust blowers, and tire inflators-are fast
becoming mainstays in well-equipped
home shops as well. Of course, the
oomph for pneumatic tools has to come

from a compressor-and because most
of us have space and budget limita-

tions, our tests focused on com-
pressors that occupy only a

few square feet and cost less
than $350. As a bonus, all
can be transported for jobs
away from your shop.

What we
tested, and why
In our last test of air com-
pressors (WOODa maga-
zine issue #69), we focused
on hefty 3.5- to 6-horsepow-
er machines that have lots of
power, but also take up a lot

of space. This time around, we
looked at their little brothers-

2-hp units small enough to tuck
under a workbench. All are twin-

tank, single-stage machines with carry
handles and cast-iron cylinder heads.
These smaller units can't handle big air-
users like sanders and drills. but thev

work fine with power nailers, for blow-
ing dust off a project, and in some-but
not all-spray-finishing applications.

Gaution: Contents
under pressure
A compressor's job is to produce, store,
and deliver a given volume of air at pres-
sure, measured in standard cubic feet per
minute (SCFM). Manufacturers rate ihe
amount of SCFM they can deliver at 90
pounds per square inch (psi), which is
used as a constant because most air tools
run effectively at that pressure.

Check the air requirements of your
pneumatic tools using the chart, above
right, or on the tool packaging. Then,
compare that number to the SCFM rat-
ings of the compressors in our test to see
if they'll do the job.

For example, a brad nailer with a rating
of 3 SCFM @ 90 psi would work well

lmpaet{tlrcneh
Air}larmer ,,
J-igsaw ,,' , .' ,,,
Dual-action Sander

$prayer
'**x'

with any of the compressors in our test.
A dual-action sander that needs 16
SCFM @ 90 psi, on the other hand,
would easily starve a Z-hp compressor.
None of our tested units can provide that
quantity of air at 90 psi. Our units
ranged from a low of 3.2 from the
Craftsman 16745 to a high of 6.1 SCFM
with the Makita MAC2200.

gscff,n @,g0psl

5 scfin@l0,psi'

Caul guns,
as sprayers,
machines can
. Four of the$O
ventional
. More
motors

wurw.woodonline.com 75



small air compressors
Testing 1...2.. .3
Many woodworkers now use brad and
finish nailers to greatly speed assembly
of projects. To see how the compressors
stack up in this popular operation, we set
their regulators at 90 psi and drove I "
brad nails rnto2x4 material with a single
brad nailer, holding the trigger and firing
nails until the compressor cut in. We did
this three times with each machine. and
averaged the results. The Craftsman
fired a low of 33 nails and the Hitachi
ECI? drove a high of 63.

Next, we wanted to see how long we
could blow a stream of unrestricted air
(such as you might do when blowing
dust off your bench or unfinished proj-
ect) before the compressor cut in. In the
chart on page 79, we call this rating
"duration of flow." Again, we timed
each unit three times. and took the aver-

age. The shortest times came from
Craftsman and the Grizzly G8297 at 7
seconds. Hitachi was the longest-winded
machine at 12 seconds.

Finally, we put each compressor to the
test spraying water-based polyurethane.
First, we determined the pressure that
best atomized the finish, then set each
compressor to this specification. It
turned out that 40 psi provided the best
coverage with a pattern about 3" wide.
Our testing revealed that a relatively
small area could be effectively sprayed
before the compressors reached cut-in
pressures. At 143 square inches, the
Senco PC2001 provided the best cover-
age area. The Makita and Campbell
Hausfeld WL 5058 models provided the
smallest coverage at 81 square inches.

This confirms HVLP manufacturers'
admonitions about not spraying finishes
with compressors that develop less than

3 hp. But we found that these units could
satisfactorily spray small projects, such
as jewelry boxes, children's toys, or pic-
ture frames, depending on the viscosity
of the finish.

Lube styles:
ls oil worth the toil?
The air compressors in our test fall into
two mechanical categories: those that
are oil-lubricated and those that aren't.
Each system has pros and cons.

Like an automobile engine, oil-lubed
compressors have a crankcase filled with
oil. That lubricant splashes upwards,
reducing friction between moving parts
within the crankcase and cylinder block.
This lessens wear on the components
and helps them run cooler. Though all
the compressors have aluminum pistons,
the oil-splash models have steel cylin-
ders or steel inserts in the cvlinder walls.

A compressor's iob:
squash and deliver

The compressors in our tests differed in
some details, but all use the same basic
mechanics to compress air. An electric
motor moves a piston up and down in a
cylinder. On the down stroke, the piston
pulls air in through an air-intake valve. At
the bottom of the piston's stroke, the
intake valve closes. As the piston moves
up in the cylinder, it compresses the air,
which then exits through an air-exhaust
valve. Outlet piping moves the air past an
open check valve into an air-holding
tank.

When the pressure in the tank reaches
a certain level, 125 to 135 psi, the com-
pressor "cuts ouf' by shutting off the
motor, and the check valve closes to trap
air in the tank. As you use the air, the
pressure drops to between 95 and 110
psi and the compressor "cuts in" again,
thanks to a pressure switch that automat-
ically restafis the motor at the factory-set
cut-in pressure. The speed at which a
compressor can cycle from cut-in to cut-
out pressures-the cycle time-affects
the etficiency of an air tool because it's
frustrating to have to stop an operation
and wait for the compressor to rebuild
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Air-pressure
gauge

Air-hose
fitting

Air-pressure
control

Otf/auto
switch

Tank-pressure
gauge

Pressure
regulator

Pressure relief
valve

pressure. We consider cycle times of
less than 15 seconds excellent and times
greaterthan 15 seconds good.

The pressure regulator controls the
pressure of air to your tools, indicated
on an air-pressure gauge. You adjust
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which should provide increased service
life over oil-free units.

Oil-free compressors instead use
Teflon-impregnated piston rings to
reduce friction inside the cylinder walls.
To keep their cool, these compressors
have a fan-ventilated open crankcase
like the one illustrated in the anatomy
drawing below.

Oil-splash compressors run more qui-
etly and last longer between pump
rebuildings. They require regular main-
tenance, however, including checking
and changing the oil according to the
manufacturer's recommendations. Oil-
splash machines must be operated on a
relatively flat surface, so the oil can flow
freely. And in spraying applications, you
must filter air at the gun because traces
of oil could sneak into the finish.

On the other hand, oil-free compres-
sors need little regular maintenance and

Intake filter

Exhaust valve

lntake valve

Air tanks

Tubing to tanks

Cooling fan

Tank drain

that pressure by turning an air-pres-
sure control knob on the regulator.
(Standard practice is to set the pres-
sure you want by approaching the
setting from a lower pressure and
increasing it as necessary.)

rvunv.woodonllne.com

can't contaminate spray finishes.
However, they tend to make a louder and
more irritating noise, and their open
crankcase exposes the piston assembly
to dust-related problems in a woodwork-
ing shop.

Mechanical matters
.Speed /ciJJs. Motor speeds in these com-
pact compressors vary depending on
whether the motors are wired with two-
or four-pole electrical windings. Two-
pole motors run at 3,450 rpm. These
motors generally cost less and have a
shorter service life than four-pole
motors. Four-pole motors run at half the
speed of two-pole units, and generally
require less amperage.

Lower rpm translates into increased
motor and head life, and quieter opera-
tion. The Gizzly had the lowest current
draw at 12 amps, with the Emglo
AM700HC4Y a close second at lZ.s
amps. The Makita unit required a 20-
amp circuit because it repeatedly blew a
standard 15-amp circuit.

Incidentally, these motors aren't meant
to run continuously. Instead, they're
designed to run 50 percent of the time, or
about 30 minutes per hour of use. If the
motor overheats, a thermocouple discon-
nects power. With three of the units we
tested, you must press a manual reset to
restore power after the motor cools. The
Campbell Hausfeld, Craftsman, and
Hitachi restore power automatically
after the motor cools, which could catch
you by surprise if you haven't turned the
machine off.
oPipes is pipes, The air-plumbing lines
on these compressors are either copper
or Teflon tubing. Copper dissipates heat
more quickly, but it's hot to the touch
and more easily damaged. Teflon lines
easily snake through tight spots and can
be bumped without denting.

As long as an air-line is well protected,
what it's made of doesn't really matter.
Exposed copper lines on the Senco and
Gizzly units stand a good chance of
damage, however, and could cause
painful burns. Getting to the Gizzly's
lower tanks probably accounts for its
longer pipe run, shown in the top right
photo. Here shielding or a Teflon mater-
ial would make better sense. Based on
our test results, Bill Crofutt of Gnzzly
Industrial has requested that the factory
"either install a guard over the copper

Unprotected copper tublng on the
Grizzly could burn you if you pick up the
compressor when it's hot. lt's also more
prone to dings and damage than Teflon
tubing on other models.

pipe, change to a material that better dis-
sipates the heat, or insulate it."
oYou can rebuild i/. Given enough use,
any of these compressors may ultimately
require repair or rebuilding. In our neck
of the woods, a typical rebuild on an oil-
splash compressor runs about $50, while
the same level of service on an oil-free
models costs about $70. Depending on
your mechnical aptitude, you may be
able to do the job yourself. On both oil-
free and oil-splash machines, overhauls
involve replacing various O-rings and
seals: not a difficult job as long as you
put everything back where it belongs.

To dismantle a compressor, you need to
remove the head bolts, and that can be a
chore in some cases. With the Craftsman
and Makita models, you first have to get at
awkwardly placed screws holding the
motor/fan shroud in place. The Emglo
AM700HC4V requires a grear deal of time
and work to disassemble. Head bolts on
the Campbell Hausfeld, Gizzly, Hitachi,
and Senco units are easy to access.

Gauges and controls
All of the compressors we tested had a
pair of gauges-one that tells the pres-
sure at the outlet, another that registers
air pressure remaining in the tank.
Because you'll refer to these gauges fair-
ly often, we feel readability is important,
especially as we get older and our eye-
sight gets worse. We found that not all
compact air compressor gauges are creat-
ed equal in their readability.

The numbers on Hitachi's gauges are
the smallest in the bunch. but we found



Campbell Hausfeld's combination of
small numbers and small-diameter
gauges the most difficult to read, as you
can see in the photo above. A Campbell
Hausfeld spokesman told us the gauges
on their new line of compressors, due
out this Spring, address this concern.

We prefer the nice, large 2" gauges on
the Senco machine. Grizzly's gauges
were plenty readable, but their loca-
tion-near the floor, and facing out
instead of up-meant we had to get on
our hands and knees to read them.
Again, after learning of our findings,
Grizzly's Bill Crofutt asked his factory
to "change the pressure gauges to either
a45- or 90-degree position from the cur-
rent, so they are better visible."

To adjust the outlet air pressure you
turn a knob clockwise or counterclock-
wise, and all but the Emglo were easy to
operate. Here the problem is the carry-
handle, which restricts your line of sight
to the gauges and makes the regulator
knob hard to get to (see top photo).

Some models, such as the Grizzly
G8297 and HitachiBclz,have a locking
knob to keep a set pressure from unex-
pectedly changing. The Gizzly held its
own very well, but we couldn't keep the
Hitachi regulator from straying from the
desired pressure setting.
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Top photo: The handle on the Emglo
unit partlally obscures the output pres-
sure gauge and makes the regulator
knob hard to operate.

Left photo: We found Senco's large
gauge faces and numbers (boftom) easi-
er to read than the Campbell Hausfeld
gauge (topl.

More points to consider
olntake tilters. To work well, the com-
pressor needs a clean, unimpeded flow
of air through the intake valve. This
means intake filters should be easy to
clean and replace, especially in a dusty
woodworking shop.

Filter media and housings varied wide-
ly. The Craftsman has a simple foam fil-
ter held loosely in a plastic shroud at the
cylinder head. Emglo uses the same
foam material as a medium, but the filter
is shaped like a plug that fits into the
motor shroud, a system that seems func-
tional but not very sophisticated. Gnzzly
also uses foam, but it's housed in a plas-
tic housing with multiple air holes.

Senco and Hitachi filters consist of a
cotton-like material in plastic filter can-
isters. With the Campbell Hausfeld, the
filter is a heavy felt.

Comparing all the models, we liked
Makita's pleated-paper filter cartridge,
shown below right, best. With its large
surface area and fine filtration medium, it
should provide cleaner air and last longer
than the other systems.
oTank drains.In times of high humidity,
compressing ambient air causes water to
accumulate in the holding tanks.
The higher the humidity, the
more often water must be
drained from the tank. Draining
helps protect the interior lining
of the tank, and also reduces the

Makita's pleated-paper air intake
filter does a better job keeping
debris out of the cylinder than
the foam, felt, or cotton filters on
the other machines.

amount of moisture in the air stream.
The Makita and Craftsman compressors
have a single drain that empties both
tanks at the same time. The others have
a drain on each tank, so you have to take
care to drain both tanks.
oNoise. As with any power tool, when
you're working in a confined shop or
garage, the noise a compressor makes
can be an important issue. We placed
each unit 5'from a wall, about the length
of a power cord, and located a sound
meter 15'from the compressor. The val-
ues listed in the chart are the highest lev-
els sustained for more than five seconds.
Generally, the sound level increased as
each machine reached its maximum
pressure. Units running at I,725 rpm
were quieter, and we liked the Gnzzly at
70 decibels.
oFill-from-empty time, If you use your
compressor infrequently, you should
empty the compressed air from the tanks
periodically. We decided to see how
long you would have to wait to fill an
empty tank. The Gizzly took the longest
at 88 seconds, but it also filled to 135
psi. The Makita had the fastest fill at 53
seconds. For this rating, we measured
complete fill from empty to cut-out,
sampled three times and averaged.
tFittings, We were disappointed that
only the Gizzly, Makita, and Senco
compressors came with quick-connect
fittings. With the others, we had to pur-
chase and install fittings before we could
use them. The fittings supplied by
Gnzzly, Makita, and Senco are standard
V4" connectors, and we recommend
these fittings for less-demanding air
tools, such as brad and finish nailers and
toy inflators. (Bigger 3/e" frttings, called
high-flow fittings, suit such high-
demand tools as spray guns, high-speed
sanders, or sandblasters-applications
that require much higher airflow than
our test units can provide.)



PSSSST! HERE'S THE INSIDE STORY ON SEVEN COMPACT COMPRESSORS
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CAMPBELL-
HAUSFETD w15058 13.5 1,725 A AL U T TN I . l .J 95 125 G G N t z US s239

A good all-around unit with the lowest
price and longest warranty in the test.
Small gauges are hard to read.

CRAFTSMAN 16745 1 4 . 0 1,725 A AL OF 4 1 J . t 1 1 0 1 3 5 G G G G 74 N 70 US 260
135psi maximum pressure is the
highest in the test. Easy to read,
well-placed gauges.

EMGLO AMTOOHC4V12.5 3,450 M SL OS c 4 2 3.2',100 125 G G G G 79 N 60 1 US 270
Carry-handle restrrcts access to
regulator knob and blocks line of
sight to gauge.

GRIZZLY G8297 12.0 1,700 M c l OS TC 4.25 a 4.2 105 '135 G G 70 60 IT 312
Well-balanced, excel lent performing
oil-splash unit,  The quietest model
in our test. 135 psi max. pressure.

HITACHI EC12 1 5 3,450 A SL OS TC 4.3 2 4 100 125 G G G 79 N 60 IT 275 Small numbers make gauoes difficult
to read.

MAKITA MAC2200 15.0 3,450 A AL OF 4 1 6.1 100 t r r lo G 80 69 US 329
Big-t ime air del ivery in a compacl
package, but requires 20-amp
electrical service.

SENCO PC2001 1 4 . 1 3,450 M cl nc TC 4.3 2 4.3. OA , rulc G G 80 52 I IT 299 Large, easily read gauges. Very steady,
easy to set regulator.

NOTES:

1. (A) Automatic
(M) Manual

2, (A[) Cast aluminum
(Cl) Cast iron
(SL) Cast iron with steel sleeve

3. (0F) 0i l{ree
(0S) 0i l-splash

4. (T) Teflon
(C) Copper

(TC) Tel lon and copper

Standard cubic-feet-per-minute
at 90spi, except where noted.
(-) rat ing at 100psi

o. ! excettent

@ eooo

Sr. i ,
7. (US) United States

(lT) ltaly

8. All prices current at time of article's
production and include shipping where
applicable.

For more infolmalion. contacl:

Campbell Hausfeld Grizzly Industrial Makita
888t247-6937 8001523-4777 8001462-5482
www.chpower.com www.grizly.com www.makitatools.com

Craftsman
Visit rocar sears store, 

Hitachi senco

www.sears.com/craftsman/ 
800/546-1 666 800/543-4596
www.hitachi.com www.senco.com

Emglo
888/883-6456
www.emgt0.c0m

.Portability. Although marketed as
portable, "luggable" might be a better
descriptor. These compressors are
heavy, with oil-free models weighing
10-20 pounds more than oil-splash
units. And, except for the GnzzIy with
its bottom-mounted tanks, that weight is
poorly balanced because the motor side
is much heavier than the tank side. We
found it much easier to walk with the
tank side against the body.

So, which should
you choose?
If you were going to use your compressor
in the harsh environment of a job site and
wanted it to stand up to rough handling,
you'd want a model with high SCFM and
protection for gauges and regulators.
Both the Craftsman 16745 and Makita
MAC2200 can stand up to rough treat-
ment, thanks to well-guarded piping and
protective roll bars on the sides of the

www.woodonline.com

machines. With a rating of 6.1 SCFM @
100 psi, the Makita delivers the most air
of the units we tested. And because these
models are oil-free, you can use them on
uneven surfaces without worrying about
starving the pump's oil supply.

But if you want a general-purpose
machine to use around the shop and
home, noise level, portability, and
amperage draw become important con-
siderations. If you're willing to perform
the maintenance on an oil-splash com-
pressor, we especially liked the Grizzly
G8297 . By far the quietest at70 decibels,
it was also the highest pressurized unit at

135 psi, and its l2-amp requirement will
operate on any household circuit.

If you prefer a maintenance-free, oil-
free compressor, the Campbell Hausfeld
WL5058 would be our choice. With a
13.5-amp draw, a respectable 4.3 SCFM
rating, fast recycle, and three-year war-
ranty, it would be a good addition to
your shop. If you need more air delivery
for spraying small projects, though, and
can dedicate a 20-amp circuit to your
compressor, go with the Makita.i

Written by Jim Hufnagel
Technical consultant: Jim Heavey
I ll ustration : Troy Doolittle/TOPDOG lllustration
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

Onlineo Todf Review at www.
share your thoughts with your fellow woodworkers in a special Compact
Compressors discussion group. Not only that, but you'll learn how the
manufacturers responded to this article
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Hp
paired photos make an eye-grabbing display

IC e frames
Classic styling combined with your perfectly

ome of the best things in life come
in twos. Moms and dads, brothers
and sisters, your family and your

spouse's family. This project suits these
pairings to a T. The stand's timeless
good looks complement any picture, and
the pivoting frames add visual interest.

First comes
the frame stand

Cut the t/+xIt/qxl53/+" pediment (A).
We chose walnut for all of the proj-

ect parts. Other good choices include
cherry or Honduras mahogany.

Copy the pediment full-size half pat-
tern found in the WOOD PAT-

TERNSo insert. Adhere the pattern to
stiff card stock, and cut to shape with
scissors. Trace the shape of the pattern
onto the left side of A, then flop the pat-
tern and trace it onto the right side.
Bandsaw just outside of the marked
lines. Sand to final shape.

Mark and drill the centeredz/a" finial
hole Vz" deep, where shown on the

Exploded View drawing (next page).
Cut the Vqxlxl6" pediment bottom
molding (B). Rout all four edges with

a %" round-over bit. Flip the workpiece
onto its other face and repeat the round-
over cut to make a bullnose profile.

Glue the pediment bottom molding
to the pediment. Make sure the

molding overhangs the pediment even-
ly on all four edges.

Clamp this assembly upside-down
in a vise. Mark the position of the

7a" holes for the dowels that will join
the pediment assembly to the upright
(D) later. To mark the holes accurately,
find the center of the pediment molding.
Then, referring to the Upright End
View detail, space the holes on both
sides of center.

Clamp the assembly to your drill-
press table's fence with the molding

www.woodonllne.com

parallel to the table and facing up. Drill
the 3/e" holes 3A" deep.

Cut the t/cxlxl5v2" base center (C).
Mark and drill the two /s" holes

completely through C, where shown on
the Base drawing. These holes must be
spaced precisely the same distance
apart as the 31" holes in the pediment
assembly A/B.

Clamp the pediment assembly
upside-down in a vise. Cut four 3/a"

dowels ltAo" long. Tap two of those
dowels (unglued) through the base cen-
ter (C) until they protrude about t/2"
from the top face. Position C top-face-
down on the A/B assembly, align the
protruding dowels with the r/a" holes in
A/B, and dry-clamp.

Refer to the Exploded View draw-
ing, and mark the 3/zz" holes in

pediment bottom molding (B), where
shown, centered from edge-to-edge.
Drjll3/tz" holes through C and Vz" into
A/B. Make certain that you are holding
the drill at a right angle to the assembly.

Cut the t/*2x8s/e" upright (D).
Mark and drill the3/e" dowel holes

t/q" deep, where shown on the Upright
End View detail.

Rout Vc" chamfers along the two
front edges of D where shown.

Now, trim
the base

Cut a t/cx2vax48"
strip of molding

for the base molding
parts E and F. Check
the size of the base
center (C), and miter-
cut parts E and F to
fit. Do not attach, yet.

Copy the base full-
size half pattern

found in the WOOD
PAT?ERNS insert.

Adhere the pattem to stiff card stock and
cut to shape with scissors. Trace the
shape of the pattern onro the left side of
E, then flop the pattern and trace it onto
the right side. Repeat for the other part E.

Bandsaw the Es to shape. (We used
a Vs" blade.) Saw just the bottom

edge-the profile on the top corners is
routed later. Sand the sawn edge.

Glue and clamp the two E moldings
to the base center (C). After the glue

dries, glue and clamp the F moldings.
Rout the profiled top edges of the
base assembly with a 3/s" beading

bit. To avoid chip-out, back up the
router cuts with a scrap piece, and make
the cut in two passes. Before making
the final pass, test it in scrap stock.

Assemble the stand
Cut two /zxls/ax7z/q" pediment top
moldings (G). Rout all four edges

with a V+" cove bit, where shown on the
Exploded View drawing.

Cut the %xlxl" finial base (H).
Drill a 3/e" hole at its center.
To join the pediment, upright, and
base assembly, lay the parts down

on a scrap of flat plywood, in their
assembled orientation. Clamp the base
assembly to the plywood.

Assemble the upright and pediment
to the base assembly with glued

dowels that you cut earlier. Place 7/a"
spacer blocks beneath the upright and
the flat surface of the pediment, as

g/sz" pilol
hole
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pivoting picture frames

shown in Photo A. Position a clamp
from the center of the pediment to the
center of the base. Check for square,
tighten the clamp, and let dry.

On a flat surface, such as
a plece of plywood, place

z/0" Spacers beneath the
uprtghtand psdl$..@

'  
, r t n

Apply glue to the tapered top edges
of the pediment, and apply the G

moldings. Check for equal overhang all
around the molding, hold them in place
with masking tape, and apply clamps.

ffi*xt upf the photo frames
Joint one edge of a 4'-long, 3/q" -thick
board. Rip a 1"-wide frame-molding

strip from the jointed edge.
Fit your router with a %" round-over
bit, and adjust it to cut a bead with a

/ro" shoulder. as shown in the Frame
Section View detail. Rout this profile
along one edge of the 4' strip.

Install a tA"-wide dado set in your
tablesaw, and elevate it to cut t/+"

deep. Set the fence V+" away from the
dado set. Then, with the beaded edge
down and against the fence, cut the rab-
bet that will hold the glass/photo/card-
board later.

Add an auxiliary wood fence to the
tablesaw fence, and adjust it so the

dado set just touches the wood face.
Adjust the dado set s/s" high. To make a
/s" rabbet Vt" deep for the frame back
(K), place the beaded edge down as
before, but facing away from the fence.
Use a featherboard clamped to the
tablesaw top and a pushstick to control
the rabbeting cut.

Check the distance between the bot-
tom of the pediment bottom molding

(B) and the top of the base. It should
measure 8/s". From the frame-molding
strip, mitercut four frame stiles (I) to a
length %" shorter than your measure-
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EXPLODED
VIEW

#6x1 t / t "  F .H .

FRAME SECTION
VIEW DETAIL

Ta" hole s/+" deep

e/e" dowel 17s" long

7e" hofe t/z" deep
centered I

71/2'

3/a" dowels
lzAa" long

7a" holes e/c" deep
t/a" chamfers

7a" dowels
1tAe" long

1 x 1s/q" linial

Ta" hole

7sz" pilot hole
r/2" deep

t4" round-over with %0" shoulder

Te" bead with
t/e" shoulders

7e" hofes 3/4" deep

2tt--l i_l
s/a'I

3/q'

l \
-l 1/zu

3/e" holes s/q" deep

UPRIGHT END VIEW DETAIL

ment (8V2" rdeally). For pieces of con-
sistent length, use a stopblock clamped
to an auxiliary miter-gauge fence.

Mitercut the frame rails (J) to 6t/2"
long, measured toe-to-toe.
Mark and drill the sAz" shank holes
centered on the frame rails, where

shown on the Exploded View drawing.
Countersink the hole on the rabbeted
side, using a small countersink or a Vq"
twist drill.

Glue and clamp the frames together,
checking for square.
Cut the t/+"-walnut plywood frame
backs (K) to match the openings in

#8 brass
flat washers

e/az" pilolhole t/2" deep into-part @

the frames. Sand a t/to" round-over
along the edges.

Along the long edges of the
backs, measure up and down from

each corner 3/4", and make a mark. Then,
measure in 3/o" from the long edge, and
drill a e/oq" shank hole at that point for
the #6xr/2" roundhead wood screws.

Position the backs in the frames. Use
the e/s" holes as a guide for drilling

3/sz" pilot holes for the back screws.
To attach the frames to the stand,
slide a #6xlVc" flathead wood

screw into the shank hole in the top rail
from the rabbet side. Slip two #8 brass

;s flat washers
7se" shank hole,
centered on
thickness,
countersunk
on rabbet

fl1'=1
'-l l l l''l bl I
iltl
| i l
l l l l
lln"'lil l

.-u.]
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**Cut oversized then trim to finished size.
*Plane or resaw to thickness listed in the Bill of Materials.

shank  ho le

# 6  x  %  R . H .
brass wood screw

1 x 1 x 1 2 " W a l n u t

cutt ir lg into the rnarked circle.
the fbur edges.

Trim the f inial blank to I
measured froni the end

marked circle.

Charnf'er

/+" long.
wi th  the

Secure th is  b lock in  a  wooden hand
screw c lamp,  and on your  dr i l l  p ress

bore i t  -%" hole zi" cleep at the awl
indent .  Glue a 3%" length o f  -%" dowel
into the hole and let dry. Chuck the
dowel end of this assembly into yoLrr
dri l l  press.

Make a copy of the f inial f i r l l -size
pattern shown in the WOOD PAT-

TERNSo insert. Adhere the pattern tcr
st i t f  card stock, and tr irn the profi le to
shape with scissors.

To "turn" the f inial to shape. Llse a
f lat rasp, a half--round rasp (also

cal led a shoe rasp), and a -7s" dowel
wrapped with sandpaper. Set the dri l l
press for a rnedium speed. Shape the
finial,  zrs shown in Phctto B, leaving no
facets from the chamfers.

Transf 'er penci l  l ines that corresponcl
to the narrowest and widest dian're-

ters of the finial f}om the pattern to the
block. Shape the f inial,  stoppin_e fre-
quently to t ighten the chuck and cont-
pare your results to the pattern.

When you neelr the f inished profi le,
L lse a  success ion of  U0- ,  100- ,  150- ,

and 180-gri t  abrasives to achieve the
flnal shape and srnoothrress. Remove

A pediment 3h 13/q' '1531 
W 1

bottom moldinq r,ra lu 16 W 1

C base center 3/4" 1' 151/2' W

D upright 7l 2" 8",/s W 1
E* base fronVback

moldinq 3,/,t' ZVq^ 17' W 2
r o-dse

end moldino 3,\' 21/q' 21,b' W 2
u oe0rmenl

toP molding 1it" 15/e' 73/4' W 2

H finial base 1 " W 11

I frame stiles 3 J 1u B1/z '  W 4

J frame rails 1 " W 4
K frame backs 53/q' 73/,,u WP 2

L- finial 1" dia. 19,i  W 1
-Cut parts marked with an - oversized. Trim to
finished size according to the instructions.

Materials Key: W-walnut, WP-walnut plywood.

Supplies: %" dowel, 1%0" long (4); %" dowel, 3%"
long; #6x1%" flathead wood screws (4); #8 brass flat
washers (number varies); #6x%" roundhead brass
wood screws (8); single-strength glass approximate-
ly 5x7" (2); Minwax Special Walnut Wood Finish
(stain); clear finish,

the f inial f l 'onr t l ' re chuck. ancl tr irn the
exposecl ckrwel to .*" long.

Apply -cluc to the clowel. ancl
s l ic lc  thc  I ' i r r ia l  basc (H)  onto thc

clowel and against thc bottont of the
I ' in ia l .  Gluc thc  rkr r ,vc l  in to  thc  /x"  ho lc
i r t  t hc  t op  o1 ' t hc  pcc l i r ncn t  (A ) .

Disasscrnb lc  thc  l l 'anrcs f rorn thc
stanc l  anc l  f  i r r ish  as c lcs i rcd.  We

a p p l i e c l  i r  c o i l t  o l ' M i n w a x  S p c c i a l
Walnut  Woocl  F in ish to  s t l i in  thc  walnut
to  an even co lor .  At ic r  that  c l r icd .  wc
appl iec l  t r ,vo coats  o f '  Olyntp ic  In ter ior
Ant icpre Oi l  F in ish.  bu l ' l ' ins  wi th  #(XXX)
stee l  wool  bc tween coats .

Rcasscrrb lc  thc  l l 'a rnes and s tand.
and h:lvc yor-rr glass sr-rppl icr cut

two panes o{ 's ing le-s t rcnsth  g lass tc l  f i t
the I ' r 'ames. Bcfbrc placing thc glass into
the f rames.  cover  t l ie  hcads of  the
#(txlt / .+" l ' lathcacl woocl sclcws with
sr r ra l l  s t r i l ' rs  o1 'nrask ing tapc to  p t 'cvc l t t
thc  s l i tss  l ' r r rnr  ch ipp i r r r : .

Assetnble ihe f l 'arnc contelt ts. us
shown on thc Explodcc l  V iew

drawins. In thc pholct on paJlc ,92. we
lc f t  out  t l - re  cardboarc l  anc l  ins tead
placecl a double nrat between the photos
and the g lass.dF

Wri t ten  by  B i l l  Kr ie r  w i th  J im Boe l l ing
Photographs :  Ba ldwin  Photography
l l lus t ra t ions :  Roxanne LeMoine ;  Lorna  Johnson
Pro jec t  Des ign :  J im Boe l l ing

. ' \
1 '

Cardboard
Photo

S inq le -s t renq th  q lass ,
s ize-d to f i t  f r5me"(approximately 5x7')

f lat washers onto the shank and al ign
the screw po in t  w i th  the %:"  p i lo t  ho le
in the bottorn of the pedinent bottorn
rno ld ing (B) .  Dr ive the screw to  l ight ly
snLrg up the washers .  Repeat  1 'or  the
bot tom ra i l .

Check 1or even spacing between
the frames and base and the

frames and pedirnent bottom molding.
Add #8 brass l lat washers i f  necessary.

&ptd nsw, a finlaf, finaie
To  make  the  f  i n i a l  ( L ) .  cL r t  a
l x  l x  12 "  b l ank .  I f  you  don ' t  h i t ve  I  "

mater ia l ,  lanr inate  two th inner  p ieces
and resaw or  p lane to  th ickness.

Trinr the ends of the blarrk square.
Draw intersecting cl iagonal l ines on

the end of the str ip to f ind center, and
indent  wi th  an awl .  Use a compass to
nrark  a  l " -d iarneter  c i rc le  or r  the end.

Set up yoLlr router table with a
chamf-er bit  with a 45" cutt ing edge.

Raise the b i t  jus i  h igh enough to  cham-
fer the long edges of the blank without

E

s/q x 51/z x 96" Walnut

B3
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I
ring up the subject of
water-based finishes with a
group of woodworkers and
they'll part like the Red Sea.

Some woodworkers swear by them,
while others swear at them. So what's
the real deal on these products? To find
out, we rounded up every water-based
clear coating we could find, and put
them to the test.

These finishes have
a lot going for them
If it weren't for a heightened awareness
of air-pollution issues in the 1970s, we
might not be talking about this subject
at all. Until that time, most clear finish-
es were (as many still are today) sus-
pended in solvent, which evaporates
into the air as the finish cures. Besides
the health problems caused by inhaling
large quantities of these airborne sol-
vents, the fumes are highly flammable
and contribute to air pollution.

Water-based finishes, though, contain
only a tiny amount of solvent-just
enough to bind the near-microscopic
beads of resin together. That means the
risk of damage to life and lung is
lower. It also means that brushes and
sprayers clean up easily with a
thorough soap-and-water rinse.
And, these finishes generally

We test low-tox
clear coatings

to help you get

/J 
the best-i-l 
ll

cure faster than solvent-based polyure-
thanes and varnishes-almost as fast as
the water can evaporate. (Weather con-
ditions can effect this time drastically, as
we'll explain later.)

So, what's not to like?
In our conversations with woodworkers,
we hear two chief complaints about
water-based finishes: grain-raising and
color-or more accurately, the absence
of color. Both have different causes and
cures, but in a moment we'll offer one
solution that answers both objections.

As you know, any time you expose
unfinished wood to water. the wood
fibers swell as they absorb the moisture.
Even after the wood dries.
some swelling remains.
Because these fin-
ishes are most-
ly water, they
raise ridges

along the grain lines, nullifying your
finest sanding efforts. Thicker water-
based coatings don't penetrate into the
wood as easily as thinner finishes, so
they raise the grain less. But you'll
always have to deal with some swelling.

One popular solution is to purposely
raise the grain before applying the finish
by wiping the workpiece with a wet
cloth. After letting it dry thoroughly,
gently sand the surface with fine-grit
abrasive to remove the raised grain. Or,
save a step and use the first coat of fin-
ish itself to raise the grain. In either case,
don't sand too deeply or you'll expose
fresh wood fibers that will swell again
with the next coat of finish.

out of ''
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More tips on the
water front

.Weather or not? In ideal
conditions, water-based
finishes dry faster than
solvent-based varnishes
and polyurethanes, re-
ducing the amount of
dust nibs that settle in
the finish. However
they're also
weather-sensitive.
humid climes,
ambient air
absorb the water as
quickly, slowing the
drying process.
And high tempera-
tures or low
humidities cause

the finish to dry too rapidly before it can
properly level out, resulting in pro-
nounced brush marks or orange-peel in a
sprayed finish.

To avoid such problems, pay close
attention to the temparature and humidi-
ty requirements on the product label. If
you must work in muggy conditions, try
using a fan to draw a gentle flow of air
over the finish as it dries. Be careful,
though, not to stir up workshdp dust that
can also mar your work.
.Chinks in the arunor. The water-based
finishes we sampled all stood tall against
abrasion, as their reputation for durabili-
ty attests. Just make sure you let the
coating cure completely. After letting
the test samples cure for two weeks, a
drop of water left on the surface for 10
minutes penetrated right down to the
wood through many of the finishes.
After curing for more than a month,
though, those same finishes withstood
the water for more than an hour.

However, we found a wide range of
resistance to stain penetration among our
sixteen sample products, as you can see
in the photos at right. To test stain resis-
tance, we applied a drop of barn-red
water-based stain on top of each cured
finish, let it stand for 30 seconds, then
wiped it away.

Half of the finishes (Aqua Zar Gloss
and Satin Polyurethanes; Behlen Water-
reducible Lacquer; J.E. Moser Exterior
Polyurethane, Marine'Spar, and Cool
Lac; Olympic Polyurethane; and
Varathane Diamond Gloss) wiped clean,
leaving no trace of the stain. Four others
(Parks Pro Finisher; Valspar Gloss and
Satin Polyurethanes; and Minwax
Polycrylic) allowed some stain to
remain. The rest stained deeply.

Be selective when choosing which pro-
jects to finish with water-based coatings.
Depending on the project, spills and
stains may not be a big concern, but if
they are, such as on a coffee-table top,
we suggest buying a small container of
finish and first testing its stain resistance
on a piece of scrap before applying it to
your work.
.Application methods. You can brush or
spray water-based finishes the same way
you'd apply a solvent-based product.
Apply thin coats to reduce sagging and
running. To reduce bubbling, we like to
use a high-quality synthetic-bristle brush
with very fine bristles and fine flagging.

The dlffsrcnce app€ars subtle, but the
lell board shows an oak board coated
wlth a typlcal water-based clear flnlsh;
the mlddle board ehows the color
lmparted by J.E, Moser Marlne Spar
Varnfeh. The board on the rlghtwas
sealed llrst wlth a eolvent baeed flnleh,
then topcoated wlth a clear water-based
llnlsh. Notlce the warmer red tonee ln
the two boards on the rlght"

As for color concerns, solvent-based
finishes give the wood-especially dark-
er species-a warmth that water-based
coatings, by and large, don't. In fact, of
the sixteen finishes in our sample, only
J.E. Moser Marine Spar Varnish (sold by
Woodworker's Supply, 800/645-9292)
assigned color to the wood reminiscent
of a solvent-based finish. (See top right
photos for a comparison.)

Most of the coatings we tested seemed
to flatten and wash out the color in dark-
er species of wood. To get the full rich-
ness of these woods, try staining your
project before applying the clear coat-
ing, or add tint, such as Sheffield's
Tints-All (also from Woodworker's
Supply), to the finish before applying it
to your workpiece.

When we use a water-based clear fin-
ish here in the WOODa magazine shop,
we address both the grain-raising and
color issues in one step. After sanding
the workpiece, we apply a solvent-
based finish or sealer to impart color,
"deepen" the wood grain, and seal the
pores. After scuffing with sandpaper
to reduce the little bit of grain raised,
we topcoat with water-based finish
sanding lightly between each coat.

While we're on the subject of
sanding, never use steel wool to
abrade or de-nib a water-based
coating. No matter how thorough-
ly you clean, some steel particles
will remain and react with the
water in the finish to form dark
spots on your proJect.

more
e. In

the
can't

Aqua Zar Polyurethane (lelfl rcpalled
our water-baeed staln completely, whlle
Valspar Polyurethane (centufl allowed
somo stalnlng. General Flnlshes
Pofyacryllc (rlgh| stalned deeply.

Soaking the brush in water before using
it to apply the finish breaks the surface
tension and funher reduces bubbles. If
you like to use disposable brushes, opt
for the denser, less-porous foam, and
you'll get fewer bubbles in the finish as
you brush.

Finally, when spraying, make sure you
wear a filtered mask. While it's true that
the floating fumes are less hazardous
than solvent-based'products, the atom-
ized droplets of finish can still harm
your lungs if inhaled. Thoroughly rinse
your sprayer immediately when you're
done, then spray a little lacquer thinner
through it to prevent corrosion and
remove any cured finish.al

Written by Dave Gampbellwith Dave Hendenson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
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tZ! 'dowel
9" long

EXPLODED VIEW

sides lWeu 11s/t' BP

B bottom 1/q' 77/e, 77/a' BP 1

C cleats 1/q' 4s' 51/i' BP 4

ilatefial Key: ne-AaNc birch plywood.
Supplies: r/2x36' dowel, f inish, leather lacing
(4 pieces, 30" long).

-l

/e" dowels
9" long

t/e" leather lacing

1/+ x 3/a x 51/2" cleats

'
l o / \4'u\ 
/1

N--w

tack-cut sides and the simple lace-up
corners make this a fine weekend

project. It's a perfect excuse to get your
young cowhand into the shop.

Forming the parts is
quick and easy

From Vq" Baltic birch plywood, cut the
side blanks (A), bottom (B), and cleats

(C) to the sizes listed in the Bill of
Materials. Set the bottom and cleats aside.
' Stick the side blanks together in

pairs with double-faced tape. Make
copies of the side patterns from the
WOOD PATTERNSo insert, and adhere
them to the paired side blanks. Drill
starting holes for the inside scrollsaw
cuts and /+" holes for the lacing.' 

Scrollsaw the pattems, using a no. 5 or
no. 7 blade. Separate the paired sides,

and remove the patterns. Finish sand to
220 git, and glue the cleats (C) in place,
where shown on the pattem. Scrollsaw a
Vzx36" dowel into four 9" lensths.

www.woodonline.com

Finish all parts with two coats of
polyurethane, sanding lightly with

220-grit sandpaper between coats.

l-asso the corners with
Ieather lacing

Temporarily hold the sides together
with masking tape, as shown in

Photo A, in the con-
figuration shown on
the Exploded View
drawing. Drop the
bottom @) into place.

Position the
dowels, in turn,

in each corner, with
their ends tight to
the bottom, holding
it in. Bind the dow-
els in place with 30"
lengths of leather
lacing, as shown in
Drawing 1. We
bought our lacing at
a craft supply store.
Leather shoelaces
will work, too. Trim

DRAWING 1
Lacing the corners

the excess lace after tying the knots.Q

Written by Jan Hale Svec with Charles l. Hedlund
Design: David Ashe
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography;

BalfourWalker.com

Ending knot
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i n Ve r r-n o nt fr,;-#;lffi ,
career whan hs got a civil sorvice iob
with the U.S. Navy at San

ear the idyllic Vermont village of
Saxtons River, 52-year-old
Tom Golding creates

uniquely designed pieces of fine
furniture, decorative accessories,
and architectural ele-
ments, all adorned with
infficate carving. Tom's
rare combination of tal-
ents as a woodworker
and a woodcarrrer
enable him to completely
conffol the design, construction,
and embellishment of everything
that he makes. "'When I design a
piece, the woodcarver in me knows
what the woodworker is doing and vice
versa," says the silver-haired craftsman.
And it's this compatible conffol ttrat
results in distinctively atfractive work
that's admired, purchased, and proudly
displayed by his customers.

Garuing takes practice
while designs iust happen
Tom built upon the woodworking skills
he learned as a young adult (see the side-
bar, right) by observation, self-study, and
hands-on application. Carving carne to
him by somewhat the same route.

'Except for a two-week session in
Colorado with classical carver Nora Hall, I
learned it by looking at other types of carv-
ing and reading books," Tom comments.
"I began with chip carving, referring to
Wayne Barton's books. He's a master chip
carver. I also studied books that were
inspirational with their patterns and
designs. I would think to myself that they
were beyond me, but I'd go ahead and try

vnrwwoodonllne.com

to figure out how they were done. And I
discovered that I actually could develop
the technique to do them."
The artistic side of carving-the design-

ing-just happened. "A lot of it follows
the principle that comes naturally to me-
going from the general to the specific," he
says. "I get a general idea for the pattern
first. Then I go to the specific-the details.
But I think that's pretty typical with any
type of art."

Although Tom has been called a "clas-
sic" style carver, using ancient Greek and

Francisco's Hunter's Point Naval
Shipyard. The young Californian
started out as an apprentice boat
builder, doing what he refers to as
"amateur woodworking."
Nevertheless, Tom did learn how to
use hand and power tools, and
picked up basic woodworking skills.

Over the years, Tom expanded
those skills by building every-
thing from houseboats to

windmills. By the early
1980s, he and his wife

Diane had estab-
lished a small con
struction ousinesJ in
Southern California.
By 1982 the couple

had put away enough
money to buy some

land. But instead of shop-
ping in California, they

decided on New England,
and wound up in Brattleboro,

Vermont. The day after arriving,
they made an otfer on a house with
five acres, then set out to build
another contracting business--one
with a central focus on general build-
ing and renovation.

It wasn't long before Tom began
experimenting with adding carvings to
architectural pieces, such as beams,
doors, and posts, as well as making
carved mirrors and clocks. 'When I
started adding the carving, the work
really became enjoyable, and I
looked forward to more," he recalls.
Eventually, after a move to rural

Saxtons River, he was able to phase
out the construction business and
focus on furnituremaking and carving.
He and Diane also began raising and
selling lcelandic sheep. "The sheep
make good pets, wool, and manure,
and are good for mowing, so they're
my best friends," he jokes.
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Roman themes, he'llwork in many styles.
His preference, though, is Art Nouveau, a
design theme of the late 19th century char-
actenzed by sinuous lines and floral
motifs. "I've tried a lot of styles---+lassi-
cal, folk, East Indian, Hindu, Celtic, you
name it," he states. "But Art Nouveau is
the style I choose if I design something
that I want to make for the sake of doing it.
Making a living as a carver, though, I need
to be flexible, creating whatever my
clients prefer."

As an example, he points to the carved
butternut beam shown in the photo below
that he's working on for a local logger's
home. "That's for a log cabin, so they
want nature scenes with ducks and cat-
tails. It's an example of the flexibility and
versatility that I need to demonstrate in
this business." (For an even greater chal-
lenge for Tom's skill, see "Crafting the
rosette window," opposite page.
In addition to his own designs, the carver

has done some reproduction work with

Typical of Tom's elegant creations is his
"Allegretto" dining set, made of cherry and
featuring hand-carved filigree, legs, and chair
backs. The table has a beveled glass center.

._ , - f



great success, but it'll never be his fust
choice. "I once reproduced a chair to the
point where nobody could tell which was
the original. When I reproduced yet anoth-
er one, I couldn't even tell," he chuckles.

From doors to dining sets,
the work keeps coming in
Since Tom opened his shop near Saxtons
River, his business has grown continually.
Besides selling noncommissioned pieces,
commissioned work keeps increasing. One
such commission was for two 8'-tal1, 3"-
thick, carved mahogany doors that were
installed in a union hall. Another, yet to be
done, is a 18"x30'wall artpanel featuring a
unicorn figure and a female figure to sym-
bolize purity.

"I intend to make it from book-matched.
4"-thick, walnut panels left over from a
4"x20"x8'-long piece that I've used for
some other projects in the past," he says. "I
initially paid around $300 for that chunk of
walnut, but I estimate that when it's gone,
the wood will have been used in about
$35,000 worth of work."
That the stock used represents only about

10 percent of the selling price of his work
suqprises some people. But carving is
labor-intensive. For the carving-enhanced
cherry dining room set, shown opposite
top, Tom got $19,000. "That may seem
high," Tom says of the project, "but it
reflects the several months it took to pro-
duce. However, my pieces commonly have
prices as varying as their designs. There's
the high-end and the low-end, and lots in
the middle. My Celtic-motif hand mirror,
for instance, brings a reasonable $125."
Tom is very comfortable with his pricing.

"When I arrive at a price for a piece, it's
because I simply couldn't do it for less and
remain in business," he says frankly.
"Pricing is difficult in the beginning.
You're always bashful about asking too
much. But you gain confidence, and learn
to put a price on something that truly
stands for the actual work that you put into
the piece."

Much of Tom's business is repeat. But
surprisingly for his rural location, he gets
drop-ins, too. He calls them "spontaneous
buyers," who just happen upon his shop
while driving in the beautful, tranquil
counfiryside. "I've had people walk in, look
around, then simply spend several thou-
sand dollars for a couple of pieces of wall
art," he recalls.

www.woodonline.com

Grafting the rosette window
Perhaps the most ambitious project Tom has ever launched is one for himself. lt's
a 6'-diameter carved rosette inlaid with stained glass and surrounded with a man-
tel ring of intricate carving. The huge piece eventually will hang in the second-
story window of the gallery.

"l made the rosette from 25 1tl2"-thick pieces of basswood," Tom notes. "lt has
30 joints that are doweled or splined as necessary. The openings for the glass I
cut out with an orbitaljigsaw. I've enjoyed my four months of work on it because
of the challenges, both technical and aesthetic," he says. "And all told, I believe
it's worth $20,000.'

With a rabbeting bit, Tom routs the
back of the rosette's center to
accept the first piece of stained
gfass, below left.Tom continues to
rough-carve the design on the
rosette's mantel ring, below, with
gouges. Bottom, glassmaker Rick
Neuman helped Tom insert the
center glass, then hold the rosette
in place against the window. lt's
finished with marine oil.

-
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carving a niche
Garuing uses hand tools;
furniturc needs power
Tom is a perfectionist. His furniture and
carvings give every indication of that, and
so does his shop. It's neat. It's organized,
as evidenced below. Everything has its
place. But there's creativity in the most
subtle of places. There are, for instance,
hand-carved, paddle-like extensions from
his stationary machinery's power switch-
es. They're not only aesthetically pleasing
but technically functional.

Although Tom employs only hand tools
in his carving, the craftsman admits his
liking for the power tools so evident
everywhere-a 6" jointer, a 20" planer, a
1 0" Powermatic tablesaw, a 20" bandsaw,
a 20" drill press, a few scrollsaws, and a
shaper. "They represent accuracy and
speed," he says. And they allow him to
spend more time with the knife and carv-
ing gouge.

But like many woodworkers, Tom
knows that he has too many tools. "A11I
need for carving is about a dozen tools,"
he admits. "In fact,I start offmy students
with the Golding Carving Tool Set."
Here's what's in it:

The Golding Garuing Tool Set
all you need to start carving

#5 straight gouges 3&12 mil.
#11 straight gouge 3 mil.
#3 straight gouge 12 mil.
#7 straight gouge 10 mil.
#8 straight gouge 10 mil.
#3 fishtail gouge 8 mil.
60' V-tool 8 mil.

"I've got my own system to develop a dif-
ferent gnnd on the gouges for use in hard
and soft woods," Tom continues. "I
sharpen all my gouges by buffing. I put a
hard cloth buffing wheel on my grinder
and use a polishing compound that is

7 /,::
Afiiii ody a few minutee of
puts a gouge to work doing relief

.* fili t

intended for use on stainless steel (SCR
made by DICO). It doesn't clog the buff-
ing wheel as readily as would a more
aggressive compound, such as emory.
Because I carve mostly softer woods, such
as basswood and butternut, I normally use
a shallow bevel angle. But when I carve a
harder wood, like cherry, the cutting edge
dulls quickly unless I steepen the angle of
the gouge bevel. And I do that with the
buffing wheel. Believe me, I keep the
buffing wheel real close when I work with
the hardwoods!"

And it's that time-consuming handwork
that he's mastered that drives him to new
challenges. Now, with fervor, he passes on
his love for carving through teaching.

Passing on a tradition
honed to perfection
"I began a few years ago by teaching chip
carving. Then, it was both woodworking
and carving," Tom explains. "Those
lessons evolved into my present five-day
'Carving Intensives,' which I limit to eight
students per class and conduct four times
per year."

A typical carving workshop consists of
one and one-half days of formal training
on high relief, low relief, and chip carving,
followed by three and one-half days of
concentration in one of those styles of par-
ticular interest to the student. With mini-
mal insffuction, Tom has the participants

Tom's perfectionism is evident even in
his tool holders. All carving gouges are
held and arranged neatly in this unit.
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carving very quickly. "When people
come, they're carving within the flrst 10
minutes," he comments. "I show everyone
in the morning, 'This is how you hold the
knife. This is how you hold the chisel.'
Once they know how to use them, that's
that. The rest of the time I'm showing
them how to make their work look good."

Carving Intensives workshops currently
cost $390, including materials and tools.
To date, they've atfracted students of all
ages from as far away as Hawaii.
From all appearances, fate has been good

to Tom. He lives in the picturesque
Vermont countryside working at what he
enjoys. The road there may have had some
detours, but Tom won't hesitate to tell you
that it has all been fun. "So far, I'd call it a
fulfilling journey," he says, almost with a
sigh. "Often, not knowing exactly what
lies ahead means pleasant surprises."i

Written by Owen Duvall with Peter J. Stephano
Photographs: Randy O'Rouke

Garuing and
more carving
For a brochure describing Tom's work
and/or to find out about his carving
classes, send a self-addressed,
stamped, business-size envelope to
Fine Art Woodcaruing, HCR 33, Box 7,
Saxtons River, VT 05154. View Tom's
carvings on his website. Go to www.
sover.neV-carving. Call 800/7 1 O-1 87 2
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vnrrodforum
Answers to woodworking questions gathered from your letters
and e-mails, and our W00D 0NLlNEo discussion groups.

Bugged by_ old
barn boards
n I Can you give me information on i den below the surface can ruin

\| | salvaging and re-milling old i your planer, jointer, or saw blades.

. .  i

i,J

barn lumber for various woodworking
projects? Specifically, is it OK to use
lumber that has visible insect dam-
age? What precautions should ltake
when milling and storing this wood?

-Brian Florin, via internet

A I Old barn lumber appeals to

Al *oodworkers because of its low

cost, rustic appemance, or the sheer

mass of the old beams. However. it

does not come without drawbacks,

the most obvious being insect dam-

age. Before you bring it inside and

risk infesting your other stock, check

with your local exterminators. One of

them may have a fumigation chamber

and can fog your lumber with an

insecticide. If you live close to a

sawmill, you might contract for their

kiln. A temperature of 130'Fahrenheit

will take care of any bugs, and dried

to a 12 percent moisture content,

wood won't sustain insect life. In an

arid climate, you can dry the wood
yourself, making sure that air circu-

lates freely between the boards.

If none of these options work, exam-

ine the wood carefully and use your

best judgment. Discard any material

that appears actively infested. Store it

in the same way you store your other

stock. Stack and sticker it, making

sure that air circulates freely so the

wood stays dry.
However, some problems are not so

obvious as insects. Nails and wire hid-

So be sure to check the lumber

thoroughly using a metal sensor.

Ztrcon (8OO / 245-9255) makes one

called MetalliScanner 5.0 that scans

to a depth of 6" through solid con-

crete (about $tZO;.
You also need to be mindful of the

hrzrrds of lead-based paint. Your

old barn lumber was probably

painted with it, and you need to avoid

breathing or ingesting the toxic dust

kicked up when milling. So wear a

respirator. A "brake and clutch respi-

ratot," available at your local auto
pafts store, is designed for technicians

who work around asbestos. It will

trap the lead particles in the dust.

Plane your barn'boards all at once, let

the dust settle, vacuum, and wash up.

We're told by our state health

department that homeowners in our

atea can dispose of the dust at curb-

side with their weekly refuse pick-up.

The regulations vary, however, so

contact your state health officials to

see if they have more restrictive rules.

F ight ing the
warp factor
n I Even though the weather
\f I was cold and rainy. I
needed to finish a solid pine
tabletop for delivery. I warmed
up my spraying equipment and
shot the underside with three
coats of nitrocellulose lacquer. I
ended up with some severe

blush, so I waited for better weather
before shooting the top surface. After
three more days of rain, the tabletop
bowed severely. Any tips on getting
out of this predicament?

-Rad Hall, Sausalito, Calif.

/[ | 
fhe problem. of course. is that

Fll moisture absorbed into the top,

but not the bottom. Often it will warp

back flat when the moisture re-equal-

izes. I suggest you put a heat light or

two on it or have a small heater blow

warm air over it for a few days. If this

works, you won't have built up stress

from trying to force it flat.
-Rod Cole, Lexington, Mass.

Continued on page 98
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How to give outdoor
proiects extra life
n | | make outdoor cutouts and
\l I whirligigs with five-ply ply-
wood, and finish them with acrylic
paint. But the weather ruins them in a
short time. What should I use for a
primer and finish coat?

-William Webster. Parsons. Tenn.

11 ; First, Bill, make sure you're using
Al 

"*t.rior-grade 
plywood, which is

bonded with waterproof glue. When
your project is ready for painting, start
with an oil- or alkyd-based primer and
cover all the surfaces, notjust the ones
that will show. Sand that coat lightly
with 18O-grit sandpaper to improve the
adhesion of the top coats. Then, apply
two coats of the very best exterior-
grade, oil-based enamel you can find.
That will stand up to the elements bet-
ter than acrylic paint, which is water-
based. But you're not done yet. Wax
the piece with a furniture-style paste
wax. Clean it once a year with ammo-
nia and water, and re-apply a coat of
wax. The wax protects the paint, the
paint protects the wood, and the piece

will look sharp for a long time.

How about cypress?
nl As a volunteer at a nearby
\l I nature center, I want to make a
pamphlet box that will sit out-
doors. Would cypress be a
good choice for this project? . ,i,'"-ioa,;
How does it rate for machin- 

'FT' 
:i

ing, gluing, and staining? :
-Charles Petrowski,

Marriottsville, Md.

A I How time flies.
t l l

Fll Chuck, it was way,
way back in WOODa
magazine issue 20 when

we wrote about the fine
qualities of cypress.
This wood-also known
as bald cypress, black
cypress, and swamp
cypress, among its many
nicknames-resists

decay and stands up
very well in outdoor
projects. It works easily,
glues well despite its
resinous feel. and holds finishes with
no problems. In other words, you've

made an excellent choice.
-W00D Magazine

Where can I find
math help?

n I Can anyone recommend
\ll a math/geometry book
that's useful in the wood-
shop? I'm decent at mathe-
matics, but who can remem-

ber all the equations? lt would be
great to find a reference book that
caters to the woodworker.

-Darren Thomas. Auburn. Wash.

A I I use mathematical tables from

Al tn. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics. I keep it by my slide rule.

-BillWiles

I like the pocket reference available from
most of the mail-order catalogs. It has
most geometry formulas that a wood-
worker needs, as well as trig formulas
and tables. It also lists the weight and
strength of most common woods.

-W000 0NLINE pafticipant

I use a machinist's handbook. It

includes all of the equations, tables,
and so forth that I will ever need.

-Mike Moffet

Got a question?
lf you're looking for an answer to a woodworking
question, write to: W00D Forum, 1716 Locust St.,
GA 310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023. For an
immediate answer to your question, get help from
fellow woodworkers by posting it on one of our
Internet discussion groups at:
www.woodonline.com.
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rDroductsr that pefform

lnflatable roof
rack stows smallt
works big
If you've ever stumbled onto a load of

bargain lumber at an auction and said

to yourself, "Gee, I wish I'd brought

the truck," you need to stash a

HandiRack inflatable roof rack in the

trunk of your car. This temporary

apparatus cushions the roof from dam-

age and distributes the load's weight.

The HandiRack consists of a pair of

nylon-reinforced bladders, each with a

long nylon strap on one end. And,

securing them to your vehicle is sim-

ple. First, position one bladder on the

roof and thread the strap through the

passenger compartment. Cinch the

strap through the cam lock on the other

end of the bladder, and close the doors.

Then repeat the process for the second

bladder. On a mini-van, you can use

the rear windows or vents.

I found I didn't have to really wrench

the strap to get it tight because any

slack was taken up when I inflated the

bladder. The HandiRack's air pumP

works both ways, adding air on both

the push and pull stroke. It took me

about 20 seconds to fill each bladder.

For securing your load, each bladder

has five D-rings, located about every

9" along its length. The outermost

rings aren't wide enough to straddle

48"-wide sheetgoods, but I tied on a

panel anyway. Even at highway

speeds, the t/2." sheet didn't so much as

flutter in the wind.

You can carry loads up to 180

pounds on the HandiRack. With dense

loads of stock, I worried that I might

get some load shifting when accelerat-

ing and braking, but the HandiRack

absorbed that force without letting the

load slip. After you unload, deflate the

bladders (only a little unhandy, thanks

to the check-valves), roll them up, and

slip them and the pump into their shoe-

box-size carrying case.
-Tested by Dave Henderson

Performance * * * *

* * * *

Call Delcor Industries at 303/979-7175, or visil
www,roof racks.net.

HandiRack

Maker of Quick-Grip clamps
When American Tool Company first

introduced the Quick-Grip bar clamp

several years ago, its one-handed

action stood the clamping world on its

ear. Although handy for lots of shop

chores, I found that the clamps couldn't

gives you the Advantage
provide the same pressure as thread-

ed bar or pipe clamps.

The Quick-Grip Advantage clamP,

with its threaded jaw (shown in the

photo at left), addresses that concern

in spades. When gluing up the walnut

panel, I used the familiar pistol-grip to

provide the initial clamping pressure,

then really put the squeeze on bY

cranking the handle. This clamp puts

as much bite on a workpiece as I've

ever seen in a woodworking clamP.

It can provide this extra power

because the Advantage clamp is

made completely of steel, and you

pay for it in more ways than one. The

added weight wore on me during a

big, multiple-clamp glue-up. But, on

the plus side, engineers also raised

the jaw-travel-per-squeeze ratio about

60 percent over the original Quick-

Grip clamp, so I didn't have to hold

them as long while closing the jaws.
-Tested by Rich Bright

* * * * *

$50,24"; $45, 12"; $42,6"

For more information call American Tool Company at
800/866-5740, or visit www.americantool,com.

Quick-Grip Advantage clamPs

i .  r
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ttGlass showerstt no longer
Several years ago, when building a bed :
in my garage-shop, I got the surprise of i
my life when a shop light exploded. I :
was getting set to rip the bed rails i
when I accidentally swung the stock :
into the light fixture over my head,

shattering the fluorescent tube and

laining thousands of tiny glass pieces i
into my hair and down my shirt. Saf-T- :
Gard fluorescent tubes would have pre- i
vented that sudden shard shower. :

Designed for use in restaurant salad i
bars where a shattered tube would pol- :
lute the entire menu, the Saf-T-Gard i
design features a standard glass enve- i

lope (bulb) surrounded by a 15-mil :
sealed polycarbonate wrap. If the bulb :
breaks, the glass and phosphors are i
completely captured by the wrap. ;

in the forecast
Using a slingshot, I fired

small wooden blocks at the

Saf-T-Gard tubes to simulate

a kicked-back piece of stock.

When I finally connected, I

heard a muffled pop as the

tube shattered, but no glass

escaped. I then took another

tube, and whacked it squarely

against the corner of my
workbench. This time, the

tube bent at a 90o angle, but
again, no explosion of glass shards.

At $8 a pop for a 48"cool white Saf-T-

Gard tube, they're about four times the
price of ordinary fluorescent tubes. But

for shops with low ceilings, the peace of

mind is worth the extra money.
-Tested by Dave Campbell

Pedormance * * * * *
$8-12, 48" tube

, Value * * *

Saf-T-Gard

Call General Electric lighting at 800/435-2677, or visit
www.gelighting.com,

ltrs m hench, itts a clampn
Superjaws may be the best thing to i
come out of Australia since the 2000 :
Summer Olympics. lt has the strength I
of a weight lifter, but folds up like a :

gymnast. So what, exactly, is it? !

it's Superiaws!
Well, Superjaws is a shop aid that's

tough to categorize. Like a clamping
workstation, its powerful jaws grip a
workpiece for cutting or machining.

However, where a clamping worksta-

tion has broad jaws that open several

inches, Superjaws has a pair of nar-
row padded jaws that can hold

almost anything up to 35" wide. To

accomplish this, the movable, remov-

able jaw flips end for end depending

on how wide you need to clamp.

lnstead of crank handles,

Superjaws uses a foot pedal that you

pump to close the jaws. I found this
really handy when clamping large
pieces, as I could use both hands to
position and steady the workpiece. I

had a mortise-and-tenon joint that dry-

fit well, but when I applied glue, I could-

n't get it together for love nor money. I
put the two pieces into Superjaws and

used the foot pedal to press the joint

together. No mallet, no marring.

I even mounted my portable planer to

a plywood subbase and clamped it into

Superjaws, as shown in the photo

right. The wide stance of the legs kept

the whole setup very stable, and, after
running about 80 feet of stock through

the planer, the jaws still held the

machine rock-solid.
Folding and unfolding the stand is

only a little more complicated than set-

ting up a card table, and it took me

less than 45 seconds each way. And at

44 pounds, you won't want to carry it

too far, but it stows smaller than other
portable workstations.|l

-Tested by Garry Smith

Performance * * * *

* * *

For a retailer near you, call Triton Woodworking toll-free
at 888/874-8661, or visit www.superjaws,com.

$189

Superjaws
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Sitka Spruce
the high flying woodbf the Pacific Northwest
Alaska has great stands of Sitka spruce

near the tree's namesake city in the

southeastern part of the state. But even

greater quantities grow along the coasts

of British Columbia, Washington, and

Oregon. And where it grows, this largest

of all spruces in the Northern

Hemisphere furnishes the paper-making

industry the finest pulp. Yet, in days

gone by, Sitka spruce played a nobler

role, and in some cases, still does.

Of all the world's woods, Sitka spruce

has the highest strength-to-weight ratio.

Because of this, it was used in the man-

ufacture of airplane frames during two

world wars. Pound for pound stronger

than steel, the light (about 25 pounds per

cubic foot, air-dry) straight-grained,

shock-absorbing wood won't fracture as

metal does. This trait makes Sitka spruce

the perfect stock for propellers, too.

However, it took old, slow-grown, tight-

grained, knot- and blemish-free wood

for aircraft construction. And those

types of ffees proved harder to find than

aluminum and other manufactured mate-

rials, so production shifted away from

the stately spruce.

It's in building construction that Sitka

spruce finds its most useful employment

today. The wood's toughness-com-

bined with light weight- makes it ideal

for extension ladders and scaffolding.

The same qualities also make it great for

Airplanes with frames of Sitka spruce
flew into combat during two world wars.

oars, paddles, and sailboat masts. And

its ability to take and hold paint and

stain place once high-flying Sitka

spruce in a lofty position on the list for

overhead garage doors.

To luthiers who build guitars and vio-

lins, the search for straight- and tight-

grained Sitka spruce still goes on.

That's because when sawn for vertical

grain and used as soundboards, the

wood represents a grand exchange for

the effort that went into locating it.i
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WE TAKE ABRASIVE BELTS ANY SNE, ANY GRIT!

Standard Abrasive Sheets ABRASIVE BELTS
Betts are resin bond cloth with a
bi-directional splice, specify grits.

1X3O $.81ea
1X42 .81ea
1X44 .81ea
2112X16 .85ea
3X18 .86ea
3)e1 .9oea
3X23314 .93ea

3X24 $.93 ea
3X27 .96 ea
4X21314 1.06 ea
4X24 1.1O ea
4X36 1.35 ea
6X48 3.5O ea
6x89 6.24 ea

oTHER SIZES ON REQUEST

HEAVY DUTY SPRING CLAMPS
.

Size Price
4' $lJFea

JUMBO ROUTER PAD(24'x 36')
Itwill not allow small blocks of wood
to slip out under router or sanding
applications. ROUTER PAD

ONLY$8.95ea.

CABINET PAPER

50/Pk 100/Pk
60D $17.58 $31.58C
80D $16.42 $29.26C

100 thru 150C $15.26 $26.95C
FINISHING PAPER

80A $11.74 $19.89C
100 thru 2804 $10.50 $17.58C

NO LOAD PAPER(white)

100 thru 400A $12.90 $22.40C

"C' = 100 SHEETS
Velcro@ Vacuum Discs

I Hole pattern for Bosch sanders

? tr ff"€n
5" l00thru32O .45 

'oi:id:t'

'* Available in 5 hole paftem '*

.ryS"fo][i"S15.5lfH,:::''@onnrrcLtuTNINGSTICK
*Router & WooO Bits*Wood Glue ONLY $8.80
*MasterCard, VISA, Discover, Am. Exprest ECOn-AbfaSiVgS-SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! ! !
icALLFoRFREE oATALOG IT, I O-89W1628
-TX;dd appropriate sales tax --l Fris-cq TX 75034
-caltfor shipping charges I | (972)377'9779

Tott-rter onoERtNG LINE (800)307-4101
Circle No. 1229
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Ukuleles, like this one
by David Gomes, are
traditionally made from
koa, which varies from
tree to tree in color, fig-
ure, and grain texture.

Approximately two million acres of land

in Hawaii are forested, and they're the

only tropical forests in the United States.
Half of those acres are privately owned,
according to the Hawaii Forest Koa, the largest tree natlve to

Hawaii, can grow to 100'tall
with a trunk 6' in diameter.

Industry Association.
Together, public and private forests

sustain a $30 million annual forest products industry. And while
mainland woodworkers may be familiar with koa-the largest
hardwood tree native to Hawaii-there are 18 other species fre-

quently found in commercial quantities. Some, like Japanese
cedar, Honduras mahogany, and Australian silky oak, were
brought to the islands in the early 1900s to thrive, while in

their native countries they've since become scarce.
For more interesting facts about and colorful photos of

Hawaii's wood and resources, write for a colorful,2S-
page Resource Guide & Directory ($5 U.S. ppd.).

Address your envelope to Hawaii Forest Industry
Association, P.O. Box 10216, Hilo, HI9672l-9989. Or
visit http:/ftrawaii-forest.org. The Web site lists nearly
100 native and naturalized tree species found in
Hawaii, and provides some interesting links.

All you ever
wanted to knorr
about hardwoods
The Hardwood Council wants,to help you

learn about native hardwoods. At its Web

site (www.hardwoodcouncil.com), you can
read about 21 species and where and
how to use them. There's also a "Tips &
Techniques" link covering 10 topics, such

as installing flooring over concrete and

making your own crown molding.
No internet link? For 10 free pamphlets

on using hardwoods, write the Hardwood

Council, P.O. Box 525, Oakmont, PA
15139. For answers to technical questions

about hardwoods, call 412/281-4980.

Tleated wood
extends nationts
forest resource
You probably never thought

about it, but every time you

. use pressure-treated wood
you're reducing the amount of
wood that would othenrise be
needed to replace decayed or
termite-eaten stock, says the
Southern Pine Council. lt

estimates that 6.5 billion
board feet of wood-enough
for 425,000 new homes-is
conserved annually through
the use of pressure-treated

wood products.

Help for fire-ravaged forests
Five million acres of western forestland went up in smoke last year, making 2000 one of
the worst years for fires in history, according to the U.S. Forest Service. (About 737 nrrl-
lion forest acres are in the continental U.S.) Although wild fires can benefit a forest by
jump-starting dormant seeds, many fires were so hot that they destroyed the seeds, too.

But help is on the way to get these forests growing again. The National Arbor Day
Foundation's Trees for America program has for decades annually donated more than 8
million tree seedlings for members to plant across the nation. Now, special funding from
members and corporations will enable foresters and volunteers to plant an additional
450,000 trees per year in fire-ravaged national forests. Planting seedlings, rather than
waiting for natural reforestation, speeds
recovery. Every $1 contributed results in

one planted seedling. To learn more,
write Trees for America, National Arbor
Day Foundation, P.O. Box 81412,
Lincoln, NE 6850 1 -1412, call 4021 47 4-
5655, or visit www.arborday.org/fires.i
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